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Bianca Balti
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SCULPT
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BY INFALLIBLE
®



lorealparis.ca

OUR 1ST EYE-SCULPTING MASCARA AND LINER DUO
MASCARA: FOR FULLER, DARKER LASHES
LINER: FOR FLUID LINES, PERFECT DOTS
BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.
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Smile.
We take care of your wrinkles.

REDUCES THE LOOK 
OF WRINKLES BY 
UP TO 33%**

FIRMS SKIN

NEW

LIFTACTIV SUPREME
Intensive anti-wrinkle and firming routine.

FORMULATED BY VICHY LABORATORIES

HYPOALLERGENIC

PARABEN-FREE

EFFICACY CLINICALLY PROVEN BY DERMATOLOGISTS

VICHY MINERALIZING THERMAL WATER

BORN IN THE FRENCH VOLCANOES

RICH IN 15 MINERALS

FOR STRONGER, HEALTHIER-LOOKING SKIN***

Transform your wrinkles into a smile at vichy.ca/Liftactiv

Liftactiv, Canada’s most-trusted anti-aging brand, brings together Rhamnose, Fragmented Hyaluronic Acid,

and Vichy Mineralizing Thermal Water in an anti-wrinkle and firming routine. Day after day, your wrinkles 

look reduced and your skin looks visibly firmer.
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Rhamnose,  
a vegetal sugar  
from the silver 

birch tree

Fragmented 
Hyaluronic Acid*
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“chanel” your inner supe
When Gisele duck-faces in a selfie with you, you go 

with it, like fashion director Juliana did in Cuba.

soaking it up
Staring at this pic of model Vie in Jamaica gives you  

5% of the recommended dose of vitamin D (p. 76). ■ 

on blast
The “antique” hair dryer EIC Noreen was forced to use in 

Paris recently. For the future of heat styling, see p. 40.

crowning glory
Blue skies, palm trees and floral headbands: Yep, 
culture editor Sarah was definitely at Coachella.

ahoy, there
The detour by fishing boat was worth it when exec 
editor Christina arrived at Little Fogo Island (p. 88).

katy kat scratch fever
Matte, dark, manhandled by a kitten—who  

cares? Katy Perry told us to wear these (p. 72).

surfer girl
Look up “beach babe” in the dictionary and then check out 
our shoot with Kate at Grand Velas Riviera Maya (p. 57).

between two palms 
At Tiffany HQ, fashion features editor Lisa got a peek 
into the making of the Blue Book collection (p. 30).

hang time
Just a few summer wardrobe essentials 
 chillaxin’ in the #ELLECanadaCloset. 

@ ELLECANADA
STORYBOARD#

Get a behind-the-scenes look at 
each issue as it happens by following 
us on Instagram @ELLECanada.
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YAH, MAN
What happened at our  
tropical beauty shoot.

The lesson our team learned while shoot-
ing “When City Meets Sand” in Jamaica 
(page 76)? Sunscreen is your friend. Also: 
It takes approximately eight hockey bags 
of stuff to create something that appears 
effortless on the page. (A shout-out to Air 
Transat for getting all the gear there and 
back safely!) The overall vibe for the look 
is “city girl goes to the beach,” which 
makeup artist Susana Hong achieved 
by experimenting with fresh new beauty 
trends and keeping to a neutral palette in-
spired by the surrounding pale-gold sand. 
Not pictured? The rest of us back at the 
office, green with envy. ■

B E H I N D  T H E  S C E N E S

Hotel Meliá Braco 
Village, our temporary 
home in Jamaica

Makeup artist 
Susana doing  
her thing

Model Vie at work; photog Max 
with his waterproof gear (above)
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ON THE 
COVER
Amanda Seyfried  is 
wearing a sweatshirt by 
Sandro, shorts by Levi’s, a 
necklace by Lito (at White 
Bird Fine Jewellery), a 
necklace by Cooperative 
de Creation and earrings by 

Annelise Michelson. Photographer Riccardo Tinelli  
Styling Lara Cviklinski Makeup Mary Greenwell Hair 
Jenny Cho Styling assistant  Aesane Pecnard
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hen I was on the shadow side of 30, 
I told my parents that my husband, 

David, and I were quitting our full-time 
newspaper jobs to drive to Belize. I could 

tell right away this wasn’t news they were 
expecting. As I explained that we would be 

camping and/or sleeping in our second-hand 
Ford Ranger for the next 10 months, a quiet 
tension settled over the room. I’d set off on  
another epic road adventure when I was in my 
early 20s—one that took me from London, 
England, to Kathmandu in a double-decker 
bus. One highlight was travelling through Iran 
during its war with Iraq. When I mentioned 
that portion of the itinerary to my mother,  

it was greeted with the same  
restrained alarm she was now 
showing for our Central 
American adventure. But we  
remained un deterred—the fact 
that we had already sold every-
thing and quit our jobs gave us 
steely determination. (At this 
point, are you wondering why I 
wasn’t clever enough to pen my 
own Eat, Pray, Love or The Life-

Changing Magic of Tidying Up?) Our 7,000- 
kilometre road trip took us from Nanoose Bay, 
B.C., to Punta Gorda, Belize, where we would 
do volunteer work with the indigenous com-
munities of the Kekchi and Mopan, who were 

Noreen Flanagan
Editor-in-Chief
Follow me on Twitter and Instagram 
@noreen_flanagan

We love hearing from you! Please write 
to us at editors@ELLECanada.com . C
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setting up ecotourism ventures in their jungle 
villages. I mostly navigated, which means I 
spent hours staring out the window and singing 
along with “Come a Long Way” by Michelle 
Shocked. For two newly married—formerly 
independent-minded—individuals, it was a 
crash course on learning how to compromise 
and communicate in rather confined quarters. I 
knew that our marriage had legs after I asked 
David to unload a wagon full of 50-pound bags 
of rice and move them to a barn so that a 
Mennonite farmer would let me take his picture 
for a story I was writing. Clearly, David was in 
it for the long haul. These days, every moment 
is easily documented, but many of my favourite 
images live in my memory alone. The most 
vivid is of the starry blanket of fireflies that  
lit the dirt paths in the Kekchi village where  
we stayed. The image of me driving over a 
(dead) two-metre-long boa constrictor is also 
imprinted on my brain. I hadn’t thought about 
our journey in a long time until our executive 
editor, Christina Reynolds, asked us to share a 
summer-road-trip story for “Driven” (page 88). 
She also wanted us to share some road-trip tips. 
Here are mine: 1. It’s liberating to edit your life’s 
possessions down to what you can fit into a 
truck. (Marie Kondo would agree.) 2. A road 
trip is a powerful reminder to look ahead to 
new adventures instead of staring into the rear-
view mirror. Or, as Jack Kerouac wrote in On 
the Road: “Nothing behind me, everything 
ahead of me, as is ever so on the road.” 

Noreen and David 
planning their route

The Ford Ranger 
that was Noreen 

and David’s home 
on wheels for  

their drive from  
Vancouver Island  

to Belize





MAX ABADIAN
Photographer

THE GIG On location in 
Mexico and Jamaica, Montreal-
based Abadian shot our two 
seaside editorials. BEAUTY 

EVERYWHERE “I don’t have  
a dream subject—everyone is 

unique, and that individuality is 
what really interests me.” 

BOBBY BOX
Writer

THE GIG An OTT love letter 
awaits Box’s girlfriend, Sarah, and 

it’s one for the books. ROLE 
REVERSAL “If she were to 
propose to me, I’d want her to 
make some extravagant cake 
because she’s a professional 

baker. I’d celebrate by eating it  
all in one sitting, and nobody  
could say a thing because I’d  

just gotten engaged.”

SUSANA HONG
Makeup Artist

THE GIG Torontonian Hong jetted 
to Jamaica and Mexico to create 
the sultry beauty looks in “Beach 

Please” and “Deep Dive.” NO BIG 
DEAL “I used to get so nervous 
working with high-calibre models, 

actors and photogs, but then I 
realized that they’re normal folks 

trying their best at their jobs.”
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THIS MONTH’S BEST
Even though I’m not an 
Olympic athlete, I was still 
inspired to read about how 
Sarah Wells overcame her 
injuries and set her sights 
on getting ready for the 
Games [“Full Speed,” June 
2016]. That kind of 
determination and drive 
motivates me to continue 
with my own humble 
fitness goals. I fell off the 
cardio bandwagon last 
year, but I’m back at it 
now! VANESSA, TORONTO 

QUEEN ELIZABETH!
Elizabeth Olsen may say 
she doesn’t want to be 
an influencer [“Practical 
Magic,” June 2016], but I 
think her comments about 
a desire for privacy are 
very influential at a time 
when everyone else is striv-
ing to share their “real” 
lives online. I love that 

she wants to carve out a 
career for herself that isn’t 
based on how many Likes 
she has on Facebook or 
followers on Instagram. As 
she says, it’s not about try-
ing to be mysterious; she 
just wants to live a private 
life and be known for her 
work. Who can’t relate  
to that? CAITLYN, CALGARY

ROSE PARADE
I’ve never been a huge fan 
of rose-based fragrances, 
but I’m reconsidering after 
reading Wendy Kaur’s 
“By Any Other Name” 
[June 2016]. I’d never 
have thought that a scent 
could be inspired by en-
vironmental and political 
uncertainty! ELLE Canada 
always brings this kind of 
clever analysis to its fash-
ion and beauty stories, and 
this is what sets it apart.  
HEATHER, SCARBOROUGH “G
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OLIVIA STREN
Writer

THE GIG Summer camp was a 
nightmare for Toronto native Stren, 
and this month she shares her tale 

of woe. SPANISH BLISS “I 
went to Spain for a summer during 

undergrad, and that was vaguely like 
summer camp—except with sangria, 

espadrilles, paella and Spanish 
subjunctives. It was dreamy.”

48

@_saracchi_  
@ELLECanada Picked 
up March ’16 at the 

salon and was pleasantly 
surprised by the dating 

articles: inclusive and not 
hetero normative! Thx

@linlett60  
@ELLECanada Enjoyed  
Sarah Laing’s piece on 

Elizabeth Olsen. A  
formidable actress who 
covets her private life  
and enjoys her work.

@themonkeybutt  Mad 
love to @ELLECanada 
for coming out for a 

#DrakeYogaTO class.  

@ParlourX Thank you  
@ELLECanada for visit-
ing #ParlourX and listing 
us as a must-see destina-

tion in #Sydney

@LucBerthelette  
Stumbled on “Playing 
Chicken” by @bobby 
boxington in an older 

issue of @ELLECanada 
—well written, insightful, 

honest. Keep ’em  
coming, ELLE.

@DrJuliaCarroll Missed 
this one from @ELLE 

Canada online. Excellent 
article by @carliwhitwell 

on #melasma.

Send us your letters via email at  
ELLELetters@ELLECanada.com  

or snail mail at ELLE Canada, 25 
Sheppard Ave. W., Suite 100, Toronto, 
Ont., M2N 6S7. Include your name and 

address. Letters may be edited. 

The writer 
of the best 
letter will win 
a Neutrogena 
prize pack 
(valued at $125).
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HOT TICKET
We cast our eyes heavenward and went shopping for a good cause.

JOB “WELL” DONE Over $325,000: 
That’s how much was raised at the fifth an-
nual Well Dressed for Spring fashion show 
at Holt Renfrew in Toronto, held to benefit the 
great work of Wellspring Cancer Support 
Foundation. Each model who walked the cat-
walk had a personal connection to cancer—
and was Gisele-level fierce on the runway. ■ 

HEAVEN SCENT No prizes for guess-
ing that the dress code for our Be a Real 
Goddess event was “all white.” We treated 
our VIPs to an evening of celestial-style 
pampering in honour of Olympéa, the 
new fragrance from Paco Rabanne . That 
meant indulgent massages, tasty bites from 
Greek resto Mezes, advice from our health &  
beauty editor Carli and Adonis-like male 
models handing out golden crowns. 

To see a behind-the-scenes video with winner Sabrina Fuoco and read her story, visit ELLECanada.com/wellspringwinner.

Our Wellspring 
Model Search winner, 

Sabrina Fuoco



JULY 28
AT 6:15 PM

YOGA 
EVENT 

BENEATH THE  
SETTING SUN

TICKETS
LOLEWHITETOUR.COM

#LOLEWHITE

AN EVENT BY IN COLLABORATION WITH

EXHIBITION
PLACE

TORONTO

PRICES  INCREASE ON JUNE 15



E D I T O R ’ S  P O V  Designers had us dreaming of sun-scorched vacations and seaside escapes when they sent breezy boho 
beauties down the catwalk. The mood was carefree yet luxe, with everyone from Tommy Hilfiger to BCBGMAXAZRIA to Chloé 
reimagining the perfect beach uniform—it’s bold, fun and fresh. This summer is all about going with the flow. Flip to page 58 for the 
ultimate swimsuit inspo, brought to you by Kate Bock, crystalline waters and hot, hot heat.           LISA GUIMOND

F A S H I O N  N E W S ,  S H O P P I N G  H I T S  &  R U N W A Y  T R E N D S

 21  
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SURF’S UP
Plastic necklace 

($165.23), 
cotton hat 
($241.49) 

and nylon and 
elastane bikini 
($368.59), all 
Tommy Hilfiger 
(tommy.com) 

Gigi Hadid led the pack  
at Tommy Hilfiger’s  
spring/summer 2016  
show in New York.

Find your summer chill.
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STYLE
F L A S H  C H AT

B R A Z I L I A N  J E W E L L E R Y  D E S I G N E R  A N A  K H O U R I 
O N  H E R  A R T F U L  A P P R O A C H  T O  D E S I G N .

DREAM BIG “I studied art before I went on to study jewellery. In art,  
everything is possible because it doesn’t have to make sense. It taught me 
to think about what I want my jewellery to say and put functionality second.” 
BODY OF WORK “I want my designs to enhance the form of the wearer. 
It’s not just about embellishment.” FREE-FOR-ALL “I think that jewellery is 
having a free moment. Of course, there’s a choker moment, and a huge-
earring moment, but now it’s about the girl who never wanted to wear 
[traditional] jewellery.” FAN CLUB “Jennifer Lawrence wears our jewellery 
a lot; she really embodies the Ana Khouri woman and the simplicity of 
being true to oneself. When celebrities understand [my] work and want 
to wear it, it’s really special.” (From $826, at Archives, archivesltd.com)

22  E L L E C A N A D A . C O M

THE SLEEP SHIRT This made-in-Canada brand stitches its 
Oxford-stripe chemises from crisp Japanese cotton to create 

sleepwear that hearkens back to a simpler time, before cellphones 
became bed companions and the sound of chirping birds was the 

best alarm clock. The brand recently launched intothebedroom.
com, an e-commerce portal that stocks everything you need  

to get your snooze on (from $316, thesleepshirt.com). 

S TO R E  O P E N I N G  Saint Laurent’s 
Hedi Slimane era is no more, but a piece of the designer’s  
vision is coming to Vancouver’s Thurlow Street this month in the 
form of Canada’s first flagship boutique. The store concept was 
designed by Slimane when he joined the house in 2012. The 
monochrome marble and concrete space will house men’s and 
women’s ready-to-wear, accessories and the fall/winter 2016 
Palladium collection—Slimane’s glammed-up ode to California 
rockers. Come fall, a moto jacket printed with the work of painter 
Alexander Muret will arrive in the store. The jacket is a part of  
La Collection de Paris, Slimane’s grand finale for the house. 

LUNYA  The L.A.-based  
PJ brand Lunya wants to 
improve the quality of your 
sleep with the help of 
science. The label 
developed Meneya, a 
technical fabric made with 
Celliant—fibres that convert 
body heat to infrared energy 
and are said to help maintain 
an ideal body temperature, 
which is a factor in restful 
sleep (from $80, lunya.co).

SLEEPER Want to get 
into the sleepwear-as-

daywear trend? Consider 
Sleeper, a Ukrainian brand 
that has created “walking 

sleepwear” like silk slip 
dresses and romantic linen 
lounge dresses that can go 
from REM cycle to alfresco 
mimosas effortlessly (from 

$258, the-sleeper.com/en).

S LU M B E R 
PA RT Y

S W E E T  D R E A M S  
A R E  M A D E  O F  
T H E S E  B U Z Z Y  

S L E E P W E A R  
B R A N D S .

STYLE SCOOP
What’s cool, cutting edge & important.

L A T E S T  &  G R E A T E S T



NEW

Nourished hair, better vibrant colour
with avocado, olive and shea oils.

SEE SYLVIA’S ULTRA-VIBRANT TRANSFORMATION AT

ULTRA-VIBRANT
TRANSFORMATION
IN ONE SINGLE STEP
EVEN ON DARK HAIR

BEFORE

SYLVIA JADE
VLOGGER @HELLOSYLVIAA

 D01  EXTREME BLEACH
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1. Calfskin, Ron White Shoes ($395, ronwhiteshoes.com). 2. Leather, cork and rubber, Stella McCartney ($935, at matchesfashion.com). 3. Leather and  
rubber, Zinda ($225, at gravitypope.com). 4. Leather, suede and rubber, Marshalls ($79.99, marshallscanada.ca). 5. Metal fabric and rubber, Nine West  

($125, ninewest.ca). 6. Leather and rubber, Geox ($160, geox.com). 7. Synthetic material, Call It Spring  ($24.99, callitspring.com). 8. Nylon and rubber, Teva  
($110, at shoeme.ca).  9. Leather, suede and canvas, Sorel ($160, sorelfootwear.ca). 10. Leather, Marc Cain ($280, marc-cain.com).

S P O T L I G H T

R I S E  U P
Boost your summer look with these elevated sandals.

1

2

3
4

5
6

7
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NEW

CHLOÉ ZADORI 
VLOGGER @CHLOEZADORI

 SHADE 416  DEEP ASH VIOLET

SEE CHLOÉ’S ULTRA-VIBRANT TRANSFORMATION AT

Nourished hair, better vibrant colour
with avocado, olive and shea oils.

ULTRA-VIBRANT
TRANSFORMATION
IN ONE SINGLE STEP
EVEN ON DARK HAIR

BEFORE
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1. Polyamide and elastane, Topshop ($52.44, topshop.com). 2. Polyamide and elastane, Zoe Karssen ($165, at lanecrawford.com). 3. Polyamide and elastane, Eres 
($359.80, eres.fr). 4. Polyester and elastane, Orlebar Brown ($390, at matchesfashion.com). 5. Nylon and elastane, Private Party ($128.29, shopprivateparty.com). 
6. Polyester and elastane, Moschino ($317.50, at NET-A-PORTER.com). 7. Nylon and elastane, Adrianne Ho x Simons ($50, simons.ca). 8. Polyamide and elastane, 

Filippa K ($140, filippa-k.com). 9. Polyamide and elastane, Solid & Striped ($206.38, at shopbop.com). 10. Polyamide and elastane, H&M ($29.99, hm.com). S
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SHOPPING

4

8

2

S P O T L I G H T

Baywatch body-con gets a fresh new look.

1

3

5

7

10

9
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R E T RO F I T T E D



NEW

ALIYA-JASMINE SOVANI 
TV HOST @ALIYAJASMINE

 SHADE HL1  BRIGHT HAZELNUT

SEE ALIYA-JASMINE’S ULTRA-VIBRANT TRANSFORMATION AT

Nourished hair, better vibrant colour
with avocado, olive and shea oils.

ULTRA-VIBRANT
TRANSFORMATION
IN ONE SINGLE STEP
EVEN ON DARK HAIR

BEFORE



“No matter how 
hard and difficult and impos-
sible something may seem, if it 
gives me a laugh still, if it gives 

me a tickle, then I know 
I’m being true.”

STYLE
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REALITY
CHECK

On the 10th anniversary of  his  
eponymous label, Phillip Lim shares his 

best advice for staying grounded.

Q  &  A

After 10 years, 
how do you keep 

things fresh?

That’s very 
Zen; has that  

always been your 
philosophy?

“I’m learning 
more and more to  

accept that things aren’t 
perfect and to find ec-

stasy in that.”

“I think it 
stems from this 

yearning to slow every-
thing down for the mo-

ment, to appreciate what 
we do and all the hard 
work and effort we put 

into our lives.” 

“Take a mo-
ment. Take a deep 
breath. Dry your 

eyes. And then keep 
it moving.”

“I never 
say never anymore, 

because the things you run away 
from or avoid are the things you fear. If 

you fear something, you don’t have a han-
dle on it and you should probably address 

that. I think it’s more fun to look at it 
from another point of view, like, ‘Let 

me try it and find the solu-
tion for it.’”

So, don’t dwell 
or obsess? Just 

move on?

Check out the  
3.1 Phillip Lim pre-fall 

2016 collection at  
ELLECanada.com. 

“I feel like I’m transi-
tioning into the next phase of 3.1 

Phillip Lim. I always say I’m an evolution-
ary designer, not a revolutionary one, because 

I’m not trying to make giant gestures and reinvent 
anything; I’m just carrying the conversation and the 
dialogue forward. And in this next phase, mindful-
ness and accountability and the way you do things 
is really important to me. I’ve always questioned 

why it takes so much ugly to create beauty, 
and I want to keep questioning that 

and challenge it.”

What’s the  
biggest lesson you  

have learned?

Where do you 
find beauty  
these days?

“There are so many 
critics; everyone has an opinion, 

and everyone has a right to their opin-
ion. If you’re true to yourself, then it’s 
just a little noise that will go away in  
a second. And at the end of the day, 

only you can hold light to your 
own actions.”

How do 
you deal with 

critics?

What’s 
your formula 

for staying true 
to yourself?



Please present this coupon before ordering. Valid only at participating 
Tim Hortons restaurants in Canada during applicable hours. Additional 
charges apply for chicken. Taxes extra. Cannot be combined with 
any other off er, discount, coupon or combo promotion. Limit one 
coupon per Guest per transaction. No cash value. No substitutions. 
Void where prohibited by law. Coupon expires Sunday, July 31, 2016.

Please present this coupon before ordering. Valid only at participating 
Tim Hortons restaurants in Canada during applicable hours. Additional 
charges apply for chicken. Taxes extra. Cannot be combined with 
any other off er, discount, coupon or combo promotion. Limit one 
coupon per Guest per transaction. No cash value. No substitutions. 
Void where prohibited by law. Coupon expires Sunday, July 31, 2016.

FREE FRESH SALAD 
(GARDEN OR CAESAR) 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY 
LUNCH SANDWICH OR WRAP*

* INCLUDES ANY LUNCH/DINNER 
REGULAR CLASSIC SANDWICHES, 
WRAPS OR PANINIS

$1.99 FRESH SALAD 
(GARDEN OR CAESAR) 
WITH THE PURCHASE 
OF ANY BEVERAGE*

* INCLUDES ANY HOT OR 
COLD BEVERAGE

FOR WHEN YOU DON’T 
WANT A HEAVY MEAL.
NEW FRESH SALADS
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WHAT 
A GEM

The Blue Book collection  
takes luxury up a notch. 

 BY LISA GUIMOND

tinky the octopus is the first to be claimed. He’s the most 
glamorous cephalopod mollusc you’ll ever see, with coiled 
tentacles that are speckled with tiny indigo sapphires, 

plump like droplets of water, and blue eyes to match. His most ar-
resting feature? A gum-ball-size baroque pearl that’s so incandescent 
it’s hypnotic. This irresistible little creature—given his nickname by 
Tiffany & Co. design director Francesca Amfitheatrof—is the Rolls-
Royce of fine jewellery. He’s also just one of over 200 pieces in this 
year’s highly coveted Blue Book collection. But now this $221,000 
gem is gone—sold the moment he made his debut. Good thing I 
didn’t get too attached! 

Not that I ever really stood a chance at owning Stinky. The buyer 
list for Tiffany’s Blue Book collection includes only top customers 
from around the world who are flown to New York for private ap-
pointments. There is no bidding or negotiating; this is a first-invited, 
first-served affair for the company’s biggest clients. Jon King, 
Tiffany’s senior vice-president, tells me that it’s not unusual for clients 
to come to this annual event with the pieces they want to buy already 
marked in the catalogue. “They’ll come in and toss the book on the 
table with a Post-it note on a page and say ‘I want that one,’” he 
explains. But for those who need guidance, John Loring, who was 
Tiffany’s design director from 1979 to 2009, has some priceless ad-
vice: “People will always say ‘What piece of jewellery shall I buy?’ I 
say ‘Well, the one you like; what other one would you buy?’” 

s

30
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The thing is, all the Blue Book pieces are out-of-this-world spec-
tacular. They’re so luxurious that they practically defy categorization. 
Case in point: the $3,282,000 engagement ring that Amfitheatrof 
reimagined as a Blue Book piece to celebrate the 130th anniversary 
of the iconic Tiffany setting. The six-prong signature design was cre-
ated by the company’s founder, Charles Tiffany, in 1886. At the time, 
it was customary to low-set the diamond in the band, which meant 
that its shine was dampened. Positioning it above the band showcases 
the diamond’s maximum brilliance. Today, it remains the bestselling 
Tiffany engagement ring. Amfitheatrof used the raised-setting design, 
but she supersized the gem to an internally flawless round brilliant-cut 
8.55-carat diamond and added a round-diamond pavé to the band.

Considering the technical merits and rarity of a gemstone are 
just part of Amfitheatrof’s approach to designing the collection. “I 
get a vibe from stones,” she explains. “Some are moody, and some 
are happy. I think that a stone has a character that can come across. 
There also has to be rhythm, drama, poetry and moments of quiet-
ness and sensuality in the design.” And—surprisingly—Amfitheatrof 
insists that her pieces be practical. She picks up a diamond-encrusted 
platinum rope necklace to demonstrate how it ebbs and flows. “It’s 
absolutely liquid,” she says, as she twists and curls the piece, like a 
garden snake, in the palm of her hand. It’s so pliable that it’s hard to 
believe it’s made up of 776 diamonds, but it took years of engineer-
ing to get it to move just so. “This is a piece that could be worn with 
a pair of jeans or a beautiful evening dress,” she says. It’s a sentiment 
that rings true for King as well. “Modern women want pieces that 
are at once glamorous and relevant,” he says.

What Amfitheatrof is doing—as Tiffany’s first female design  
director—is reinventing the way we think about fine jewellery. By 
considering wearability, she is changing how luxury is experienced. 
The fact that she’s also thinking about how these pieces will translate 
as heirlooms many generations from now, giving them value that 
isn’t limited to their price tags, is a sign of changing times. ■

CHEMICAL 
ROMANCE
“It’s all a matter of  

opinion as to whether 

a diamond is the 

best or the finest. 

As far as technical 

properties go—the 

refractivity, the dis-

persion, the reflection, 

the hardness, the 

purity—the diamond 

really is the only 

gemstone that ticks 

all the boxes.”

– MELVYN KIRTLEY  
CHIEF GEMOLOGIST 

TIFFANY & CO.

This 8.55- 
carat-diamond 
engagement ring 
is the Blue Book 
take on the classic 
Tiffany setting. 
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DON’T MISS IT!
1. 

Your complete swimwear 
guide: summer’s trendiest 

styles and how to take them 
from the beach to the streets. 

2. 
New targeted workout  

plans to help you get strong 
abs and arms.

3. 
Beat the heat with our 
roundup of the best  

ice-cream shops across 
Canada. Vegans, we’ve  

got you covered too. 

INSTAGRAM
@ELLECanada

Follow us for snapshots  
of our fashion and  
beauty adventures. 

TW ITTER
@ELLECanada

Follow us for the latest  
updates on fashion and 

beauty moments.

Marisa Roy, our beauty 
vlogger, will blow your 
mind when she dem-

onstrates the new way 
to wear bronzer.  
youtube.com/
ELLECanada  
#beautyplaylist

NEWSLETTER
Sign up at ELLECanada.

com/newsletter and have 
your weekly hit of trending 
stories sent to your inbox.

FACEBOOK
ELLECanada

Like us to get style scoops, 
beauty how-tos and celeb 

buzz in your news feed.

SNAPCHAT
ELLECanada

Add us for a behind- 
the-scenes look at life  

at ELLE Canada.

PERISCOPE
@ELLECanada

Find us for live video 
coverage of A-list  

events around the world.

ANNA SUI

TOMMY HILFIGER

PAUL & JOE

I’M ISOLA MARRAS

BCBGMAXAZRIA



T R A C K I N G  T H E  B E S T  I N  M O V I E S ,  B O O K S ,  M U S I C  &  A R T

How to have 
your best 

summer ever.

This year’s “on fleek.” 
Example: Your eye-
brows are totally 
snatched. 

Obsessively loving/
borderline stalking  
a celeb. Example: 
See our Tom 
Hiddleston brief. 

A modifier that adds 
emphasis to an adjec-
tive. Example: Prince 
Harry holding that tod-
dler is adorable-boots. 

“SNATCHED” 

“BOOTS”

“STANNING”

01 .  MAKE  ROOM NEXT  TO  YOUR  SHERLOCK  POSTER 
If you’ve seen Tom Hiddleston in this summer’s steamy hit The Night Manager, we’re no doubt preaching to the #hiddlesbum  
converted. If not: He’s basically 2016’s answer to Benedict Cumberbatch. Hiddleston is a dreamy, brainy Brit who’s racking up leading-
man roles in everything from the recent musical biopic I Saw the Light (he sings! Swoon...) to next year’s King Kong origin story, Kong: 
Skull Island. There are rumours that he’s also slated to be the next Bond, which makes sense—this man is dangerously sexy. h

THE          HOT

50
02. 

BRUSH UP ON 
YOUR VOCAB

Here’s what all the cool kids 
are saying this summer. 

(And, yes, “damn, Daniel” 
is definitely over.)
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RADAR

04. GO 
UNDER THE NEEDLE

Want people to think you 
have a mysterious past? 
Get a blackout tattoo. 
Originally designed as 

an aesthetically pleasing 
way of camouflaging 
unwanted old tattoos 

(like, say, a dolphin jump-
ing over Chinese charac-
ters that translate to Live 
Laugh Outhouse), these 
solid blocks of opaque 

colour are this summer’s 
edgy yet elegant way to 

get inked. 

05.
REMEMBER 
THIS NAME 

So why did Madonna 

tap a 19-year-old 

to be the first-ever 

fashion director of 

her clothing line, 

Material Girl? Well, it 

may have something 

to do with the fact 

that the Guam native 

is besties with Kylie 

Jenner and has  

four million Instagram 

followers and a  

debut album about 

to drop. It’s Princess 

Pia Mia’s material 

world; we’re just  

living in it.
06.  GRAB A L ITTLE SCREEN TIME BAD NEWS FOR SEX AND THE CITY FANS: 
SARAH JESSICA PARKER’S BIG RETURN TO HBO THIS SUMMER IS ALSO BASICALLY A BIG NAIL IN 
THE COFFIN OF CARRIE BRADSHAW. PARKER’S MUCH-ANTICIPATED NEW SERIES, DIVORCE, IS, 
WELL, ABOUT THE END OF A LONG MARRIAGE AND THE MESSY, SAD AND SOMETIMES DARKLY 
FUNNY THINGS THAT GO ALONG WITH THAT. THE GOOD NEWS IS THAT IT’S FROM THE MIND OF 
SHARON HORGAN, THE BITINGLY REAL, VERY HILARIOUS WRITER BEHIND CATASTROPHE AND 
PULLING. THAT ALSO MEANS IT SHOULD (FINGERS CROSSED) BE A COSMO-FREE ZONE.

07.  DECORATE  ARTFULLY 
For the second instalment of its three-part collaboration 

with European fashion designers, IKEA teamed up with 

Antwerp-based avant-garde menswear designer Walter 

Van Beirendonck. The fruits of this effort include bright, 

quirky and borderline-outlandish ceramics and textiles. 

It’s time to reinvent your surroundings.  

0 3 .  G E T  I N 
T H E  G A M E

Vans has teamed up with Nintendo for the 
ultimate nostalgic collection. Everything from 
sneakers to backpacks gets the video-game 
treatment, with graphics inspired by Super 
Mario Bros., Donkey Kong and The Legend 
of Zelda. Bonus points go to these Princess 

Peach kicks (from $30, vans.ca).
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0 8 .  N E V E R  S T O P 
N E V E R  S T O P P I N G
…is the subtitle of Andy Samberg’s new movie, Popstar. 

This can also work to describe the seemingly limitless 

payroll his delusional rap impresario character supports, 

which includes a publicist, a bagpiper, a wolf trainer and, 

of course, a unicorn handler. Judd Apatow is involved, 

which means this is probably going to be the movie you 

and your friends will be quoting all summer.

09. COLOUR IT IN Now you 
can add your own touch to YSL’s 
iconic creations thanks to the 
Yves Saint Laurent colouring 
book. Let your imagination run 
wild as you trace over the design-
er’s original sketches. It’s the per-
fect remedy for being stuck inside 
on a rainy summer day. 

10. 
JOIN THE 

PACK
Time to get familiar 

with a few phrases: 

“Grubber kicking,” 

“counter-rucking” 

and “hospital pass” 

are a good start if 

you’re planning on 

taking in a game 

or two of Toronto’s 

brand-new rugby 

team, the Wolfpack, 

which is actually the 

only non-European 

professional rugger 

squad. Come for 

the well-muscled 

players; stay for the 

nail-biting action.

11.
BRIGHTEN UP 

2015’s It prod, cushion 
compact foundation, now comes 

as a stain and is set to be the next big 
beauty trend. Lancôme Cushion Blush 
Subtil in Splash Coral ($45, lancome.
ca); THEFACESHOP Hydro Cushion 
Blush in Coral ($15, thefaceshop.ca); 
Lise Watier Beauty Cushion Blusher 

Liquid Blush-to-Go ($34, at 
drugstores and mass-mar-

ket retailers)

RELAX TO THE MAX
You’re too busy and important to get a facial that isn’t as high 

performing as you are. Try the My Blend Facial Treatment at 

the Ritz Carlton, Toronto (spamyblendtoronto.com), a custom 

face fixer that uses a variety of anti-aging boosters and tech-

niques. This high-tech approach includes a mix of icy-cold 

cryotherapy to tone, vibration technology to drain puffiness 

(a.k.a. evidence of the night before) and an infrared-LED-

light treatment to give skin new life. A sleep-inducing hand, 

foot and shoulder massage also comes as standard, so you 

can tick “napping” off your lengthy to-do list. h

12.
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RADAR

1 6 .  C A T C H 
A N  E X H I B I T 
Eleganza: Italian Fashion 

from 1945 to Today is on at 
Montreal’s McCord Museum 
until September 25. Take in 
pieces by Gucci, Pucci and 
Capucci (and those are just 
the ones that rhyme) as you 
experience the sartorial influence 
and glamour of  the country that 
also gave us gelato and Fellini. 

14. STOP THE CLOCK
Meet the made-in-Iceland anti-aging secret that blew up every 

beauty editor’s DMs when it launched. Bioeffect EGF Serum 

and EGF Eye Serum ($220 and $128, at Holt Renfrew, holt 

renfrew.com) contain barley seeds that have been pumped 

up with a collagen- and elastin-rich epidermal growth factor.

17. WAX POETIC 
She’s the young poet 
quoted by Beyoncé 
throughout Lemonade. 
With lines like “My 
alone feels so good, 
I’ll only have you if 
you’re sweeter than 
my solitude,” you’ll be 
making Warsan Shire 
a part of your morning 
mantras too. 

13.  BECOME 
ONE WITH THE 
CONDITIONER
If you’ve ever used 

at-home hair colour, you 

know the tiny tube of 

conditioner that comes 

in the box is the holy grail 

of hydrating products. 

Now Clairol is letting you 

buy it separately. The new 

box-free formula comes 

with histidine, which 

prevents the copper 

found in water from 

ruining your colour. Score. 

Clairol Nice’n Easy CC+ 

ColorSeal Conditioner 

for Beautiful Brunettes, 

Brilliant Blondes and 

Radiant Reds ($6 each, 

at drugstores and mass-

market retailers)

15. 
CRISS-

CROSS IT
CONSIDER 
A BUTTON-

DOWN WORN 
BACKWARDS 
YOUR NEW 

LONG-WEEKEND 
UNIFORM. 

ALTHOUGH THIS 
STYLING TRICK 

MAY CALL ON THE 
HELPING HANDS 

OF A FRIEND, 
FEELING THE 

SUMMER BREEZE 
ON UNEXPECTEDLY 

EXPOSED SKIN 
WILL MAKE IT 
WORTH THE 

EFFORT. 
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19. SPRITZ, 

SPRITZ, SPRITZ 
Hot summer nights pair well with this 

limited-edition woody-floral fragrance, a 

sexy blend of quince, freesia and vanilla 

bean. Michael Kors Midnight Shimmer 

Eau de Parfum Spray ($118  

for 100 mL, michael 

kors.ca)

18. 
ADD THE 

“YO, 
ADRIAN” 
PODCAST 
TO YOUR 

LISTENING 
SCHEDULE
Helping to further 

cement TIFF’s 
increasingly relevant 

digital presence 
comes Yo, Adrian, 
a podcast about 

pop culture and film 
hosted by writers Kiva 

Reardon (founding 
editor of Cléo, a film 

and feminism journal) 
and Fariha Roísín 

(co-host, alongside 
Zeba Blay, of Two 

Brown Girls).
Smart, interesting, 
thought-provoking 

and funny, the 
podcast’s 40-minute 

ventures feature 
guests, jokes and 

contrasting opinions 
as Roísín and Reardon 

tackle everything 
from intersectional 
feminism to sports 

films to Cillian 
Murphy’s bone 

structure—all while 
making it seem like 
you’re sitting there 
with them. A must-
listen for fans of film 

(obviously) but also a 
perfect pick for anyone 
who is into compelling 

and entertaining 
cultural discussion—

so, all of us.

20. 
FOLLOW 
THESE 

CANADIAN 
FUNNY 
WOMEN 

ON 
TWITTER

Amanda Brooke 
Perrin 

(@brookeperrin)
Fresh off recording 
her debut stand-up 
album, the Toronto-

based (Calgary-bred) 
comedian is your 

go-to for big laughs 
and any/all Peter 

Dinklage appreciation.

Scaachi Koul 
(@Scaachi)

On top of her great 
long reads, the 

BuzzFeed staffer 
and author of the 
upcoming The 

Pursuit of Misery 
offers a realistic and 
refreshing take on 
gender, race and 

culture. Come for the 
thought provocation; 
stay for the tweets 

about her dad.

Sarah Hagi 
(@geekylonglegs)
A culture writer whose 

unique insights into 
movies, TV and music 

are rivalled only by 
her 140-character 
observations, Hagi 
has the frustrating 

tendency to say exactly 
what you’re thinking—

only better. h
22. HIT REPLAY When Kiiara’s EP quietly appeared earlier this year, 
critics freaked out, mainly because no one had ever heard anything quite 
like this 21-year-old before. Her jams are equal parts “Sorry”-era Bieber 
and “Untitled (How Does It Feel)”-era D’Angelo, with a Birdy-like fragility 
in the vocals. (Confused? Just listen to the track “Gold” and you’ll get 
it.) Fun fact: She did it all while working full-time at a hardware store. 

Have you seen the 
absurd, acerbic ’90s 
TV show Absolutely 
Fabulous? No? 
Then binge on that 
immediately and 
rejoin us when 
you’re finished. If 
you have, we need 
say no more than 
Edina and Patsy are 
back in the movie 
version and there’s 
a bloody Kate Moss 
cameo, darling. 
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27. 
NEVER GET CAUGHT 

IN THE RAIN 
Sudden showers are all well and good in 

Nicholas Sparks movies, but they’re awful 

in real life. Enter the Oombrella, a smart 

umbrella that means you will never again 

get caught in a pop-up rainstorm. It has a 

built-in weather station that can track the 

conditions directly around you. Bonus: It 

has a feature that will buzz your phone if 

you leave home without it...or leave it on the 

bus.  ($115, oombrella.me/indiegogo)

23. 
GET IT POPPIN’

Found: the record you’ll 
be playing at every house party 

you host this summer. Germany’s 
Bibi Bourelly is everything that is 

great about Europop—So shiny! So 
slick!—with a fingers-up swagger 
you’d expect from the songwriter 

behind RiRi’s “Bitch Better 
Have My Money.”

25. KICK IT OLD SCHOOL 
FOLLOW CHLOÉ’S LEAD AND MAKE A  

DELICATE GOLD ANKLET YOUR SUMMERTIME 
SIDEKICK. YES, THEY’RE BACK. 

2 4 . F I N D  A  B E A C H  Direct beach access is a big deal for 
Canadians looking for a summer vacay spot, says Sherlee Taylor, Booking.com’s regional manager 
for Canada. But just how do you find the best beach property? Taylor recently snagged her very own 
Vancouver Island seashore cottage rental using the site’s keyword tool to sort for properties with 
“beach walks.” Then, using the map tool, she zoomed in on the locations that interested her. As a final 
check, she considered the guest review scores. (The site boasts over 86 million guest experience 
reviews.) “The trick is to focus your search on the few things that matter most to you,” she says. But 
with thousands of kilometres of beaches in Canada alone, how do you narrow down the possibil-
ities? Go to ELLECanada.com/travel and start with our insiders guide to Canada’s best beaches.

26. 
POUR 

YOURSELF A 
BUTTERBEER 

It’s not entirely 
accurate to call this 
the lost eighth Harry 

Potter book—it’s 
technically a script 

for a play being 
performed in London 

this July—but it 
was written by J.K. 

Rowling and is about 
the boy wizard, who 

is 19 years older 
and teams up with 
his own son. We’ll 

take it. G
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28. WATCH THIS SPACE 

Last year, Cameron Dallas was a Vine star you had to get your 

nine-year-old cousin to explain to you. This year, the Teen 

Choice Award winner has a movie career (he’s in Neighbors 

2: Sorority Rising), a rabid fan base and, oh, he just landed a 

gig as the face of Calvin Klein Jeans. 
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31.  DON’T  TAKE THE ELEVATOR 
If the Thompson Toronto hotel’s rooftop pool patio gets too hot 
to handle, head downstairs to the new Lobby Bar. Snag a shady 
spot on the Wellington Street patio and cool off with The Great 
Wave—a lemonade-beer cocktail that will have you chillin’ in a flash.

2 9 . 
S T AY 

H Y D R A T E D
New designer waters promise to do everything from 
detox the bod to help you sleep. Flow ($25 for 12, at 
mass-market retailers) has a high pH meant to offset an 
acidic diet; Dream Water ($4, at mass-market retailers) 
features anti-sheep-counting mela tonin; Dirty Lemon 
Detox ($87.47 for six; order via text message: +1-587-
801-1993) contains lemon and activated charcoal  
to absorb toxins; and Thirsty Buddha All Natural Coconut 
Water ($2.79, at supermarkets) is an anti-inflammatory 

version of the celebrity-fave hydrator. 

THE GREAT WAVE
3/4 oz. (22.5 mL) 
Lillet Blanc
1/4 oz. (7.5 mL)  
Fernet-Branca
1/2 oz. (15 mL) 
pineapple juice
1/4 oz. (7.5 mL) 
lemon juice
1/4 oz. (7.5 mL) 
simple syrup
Mill Street Brewery 
Organic 100th 
Meridian Amber Lager

Put all ingredients, 
except beer, into a 
cocktail shaker; shake, 
add ice and strain into a 
footed beer glass with 
five ice cubes. Top up 
with the beer and garnish 
with a lemon twist.

30. 
UP (LITERALLY) 

YOUR SELFIE GAME 
Like the love child of a 

drone, a smartwatch and 
a selfie stick, the Roam-e 

($507, the-iot-group.
myshopify.com) is the 
logical next step in our 

collective narcissism: This 
gizmo flies through the air 

and uses facial-recognition 
tech to capture all of your 
#bestlife moments from 

above. You’ll never struggle 
to fit the entire squad into 

one shot again.

33.
STOP 

SQUINTING
Swatch’s new cus-

tomizable line of 

sunglasses features 

interchangeable 

frames and arms 

that pop off and 

click into place to 

create over 200  

colourful combina-

tions. Here’s to 

never getting bored 

with your sunnies 

again (from $100, 

shop.swatch.ca). h 

32. 
DECIDE WHETHER 

YOU’RE A BETTY OR  
A VERONICA 

In a long-overdue 
reboot (and hopefully 
one where, you know, 
the storyline is about 

more than just their rela-
tionship with the same 
guy), Archie Comics’ 
Betty and Veronica 

are back! May we sug-
gest the following for 
legendary illustrator 

Adam Hughes to work 
with for the first volume, 

which drops in July? 
Betty and Veronica both 
own thriving start-ups 
in Riverdale, the new 

Silicon Valley, and host 
a podcast encouraging 

young female entre-
preneurs. Neither has 
spoken to Archie since 

high school.
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36. PLAY WITH YOUR FOOD  
For those days when your 
Instagram feed is taking itself 
too seriously, we present 
@tasteofstreep. They are 
absurdly amazing collages of 
Meryl (“the Streep”) posing 
with edible items that are 
probably making some deep 
comment about the state of 
celebrity culture, but we just 
think they are super-pretty. 
Also: Meryl!

37. SNAP THAT
MTV Cribs is back but 
with a twist: The early-
’00s smash, which took 
us inside the OTT homes 
of everyone from Mariah 
to Snoop, will be taking 
over your Snapchat with 
60-second instalments 
of celebrity bathrooms, 
bedrooms and so, so 
many cars. 

35.  L IVE  IN THE PAST  The Tumblr “pop culture 

died in 2009” celebrates something we have secretly 

suspected all along: Celebrity gossip just isn’t what it used 

to be when Paris, Lindsay and the Simpson sisters reigned 

over the grocery-checkout aisle. Prepare to lose hours to 

this wormhole of forgotten tabloid news items, reported 

like we’re back in 2003. Juicy track pants and wide-

streak highlights will enhance your scrolling experience.

38. BOOK A TICKET 
While Dubai has long been considered a glamorous and  

exotic destination, it has never been known as a fashion hub. 

As the local art and architecture scenes mature —the opening 

of the Dubai Design District last spring created an official nu-

cleus for the up-and-coming creative class—a new generation 

of Middle Eastern fashion designers is taking root. Labels to 

remember are Fatema Fardan, House of Nomad and Taller 

Marmo, a finalist alongside Tanya Taylor at this year’s 

International Woolmark Prize in New York.

The humble hair dryer has  

gotten a high-tech makeover. 

After four years in development 

and 600 prototypes, the Dyson 

Supersonic Hair Dryer ($500, at 

dysoncanada.ca) is going to blow 

away the competition. Here’s 

why: 1. It’s quiet, so you can  

still hear Lemonade streaming 

while you style. 2. The airflow is 

powerful but controlled (like 

Beyoncé, come to think of it), so 

it only goes where you want it 

when you want it. 3. Your blow-

out is pain-free: The attachments 

never get hot, so no more first-

degree burns as you try to pull 

off the diffuser, and the dryer is 

lightweight, so you can save your 

arm workout for the gym. 
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41. FEEL THE BURN 
New York-via-Berlin punk label Ottolinger 
is hot—literally. That’s because the brand’s 

designers, Christa Bösch and Cosima Gadient, 
like to set their clothes on fire to create distinct 

patterns and textures, ushering in a new 
underground-couture movement. 

4 2 .  T R E A T  Y O  S E L F
Who needs a summer romance when you 
can send yourself  25 of  Ecuador’s finest 
roses packaged in a super-chic hat box? 
(From $149, Landeau, givelandeau.ca)

40.  GIVE YOUR ATHLEISURE 
WARDROBE AN UPGRADE
Riccardo Tisci’s first clothing collab with Nike 
(he designed shoes for the brand in a past 
collab) is an haute-couture-worthy blend of 
pieces and patterns inspired by the Givenchy 
creative director’s hometown (Taranto, Italy), 
Nike’s state of origin (Oregon) and Summer 
Olympics host Rio de Janeiro. But the pieces 
have also been tested to make sure they can 
withstand the most hard-core workout.

39. 
SUBSCRIBE TO 

THE DOLLY MAIL
Newsletters are back and a mil-

lion times better than the ones that 

circulated when our parents were 

in middle school. Why? Mainly be-

cause, this time around, they’re per-

sonal. Now, rooted in honesty, great 

writing and emotional vulnerability, 

they read like personal emails and 

offer subscribers insight into the 

author’s experiences and realiza-

tions. Enter Dolly Alderton. This 

U.K. columnist’s weekly newsletter, 

The Dolly Mail, features not only es-

says written about and by Alderton 

(which would be worth subscribing 

to in its own right) but also guest 

essayists, recipes and shopping 

tips. It’s arguably the digital equiva-

lent to hanging out at your best 

friend’s house, rifling through her 

closet and coming away with new-

found understanding about dating, 

work or simply existing in the world. 

Plus, its illustrations are lovely.

44. 
WEAR YOUR HEART HANDS 

ON YOUR SLEEVE
NO WORDS NECESSARY. (METAL PINS, 

$16.57 EACH, COUCOU SUZETTE, 
COUCOUSUZETTE.COM) h 

43. 
MAKE A RAINBOW 

CONNECTION
How crazy can summer-festival food 
get? Take a bite out of this Day-Glo 

blueberry, kiwi and strawberry 
grilled cheese from the Calgary 

Stampede (July 8 to 17)  
to find out. Glow Sticks 

not required!
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48. CHEER ON YOUR COUNTRY
The Olympic Games are in Rio this summer! 
Here are three of Canada’s great hopes for 

gold: diver Jennifer Abel, gymnast Ellie Black 
and boxer Mandy Bujold. 

4 9 .  A C C E S S O R I Z E 
L I K E  A  C O P P O L A

When it first launched in 2009, the SC bag created by Sofia Coppola for Louis 

Vuitton earned a spot in the pantheon of iconic carryalls. This July, the SC returns 

in lighthearted new hues like poppy red and sky blue and with a new perforated 

texture. Are you ready for the sequel? ($5,250, louisvuitton.com)

45. DON’T GROW YOUR FOLLOWERS You with the 39 
Instagram followers, rejoice! We are now in the time of the 
“micro-influencer,” which basically means that brands have 
twigged to the fact that just because someone has 1.2 
million followers doesn’t mean he or she necessarily has 
a devoted audience advertisers can speak to. Instead, it’s 
all about people who may have smaller, nicher numbers—
but dang it if their followers don’t listen when their micro-
influencer of choice tells them to do something. 

47. TAKE A WHIFF 
We’re officially living in the future: 

Movies now have smell-o-vision. 

Cineplex is rolling out 4DX this 

summer, which is a majorly 

enhanced viewing experience that 

incorporates not only scent but 

also wind, water and bubbles (!) 

into this year’s blockbusters. The 

seats will apparently also “tickle” 

you, so keep your wits about you 

when you’re at that midnight 

Ghostbusters screening. 

46.  USE YOUR BRAIN 
The roster of talent creating “brain 
sculptures” for a new Canadian 
installation is A-list ++: Kim 
Kardashian (and North West!), 
Muse’s Matt Bellamy and artist 
Bobbie Burgers are just a few of the 
stars supporting The Brain Project, 
which is staging 100 pieces of 
custom celebrity art around Toronto 
this summer to raise support for 
research into brain aging and health. 
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SO 2015: DUCK FACE 
SO HOT RIGHT NOW: T. REX HANDS 

(See every selfie Kylie Jenner has ever posted.)

SO 2015: BICYCLING 
SO HOT RIGHT NOW: 
SCOOTERS Particularly 
in Vancouver, where 
Saturna Green Systems is 
piloting a scooter-sharing 
program: For just $15 
a month, you can whip 
around the city on any of 
the 100 available rides. ■ 

 
SO 2015: 

COLD BREW 
SO HOT RIGHT 
NOW: NITRO 

COFFEE 
The technique, 

which was 
pioneered in 
Japan, makes 
really, really, 

really cold coffee. 
(Nitrogen gas  
is involved.) 

 
SO 2015: MESCA 

SO HOT RIGHT NOW: 
SOTOL A similar agave-

based tequila from 
Mexico but, like, harder 

to find and so  
much cooler. 

 SO 2015: JAMES BAY
SO HOT RIGHT NOW: ISAAC GRACIE 
We’re predicting that this year’s 
soulful troubadour will have the 
surprise hit of the summer. (Our 

money is on “Last Words.”) 

5 0 . 
I N S T A N T 
U P D A T E 

Do these six 
things to bring 
your summer 

game into 2016.
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Which is the lower-limb 
“I’m Gisele-level toned” 
equivalent of cheekbone 
sculpting. Try: A coat of Say 
Hello to Sexy Legs Tinted 
Glow Gel ($50) all over, 
Illuminating Fluid ($45) down 
the centre of your legs and a 
swipe of Contour Stick ($28) 
along calf and thigh muscles 
(all at Sephora, sephora.ca). 



CELEBRITY

Cotton shirt and briefs 
and raffia hat (Ermanno 
Scervino), rose-gold, 
silver and diamond ring 
(Pascale Monvoisin) and 
gold and white-diamond 
ring (Monsieur)
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Discussing the meaning of  life (no, really) with Amanda Seyfried.

By Virginie Dolata  Photographs by Riccardo Tinelli  Styled by Lara Cviklinski

L I K E  A  W H I R L W I N D ,  Amanda Seyfried 
tumbles into a palatial suite in the Mandarin 
Oriental hotel in Paris. A doll-like creature in a pair 
of dark jeans and a T-shirt, she’s yawning—a lot. 
“Jet lag and late bedtimes,” she explains. “But I 
can’t complain—it’s my job.”

She grabs some fruit from the kitchen island and 
then drinks a macchiato before taking a seat in the 
bathroom, where her glam team start to prep her 
for our shoot. She is very at ease, twirling and laugh-
ing while chatting with her makeup guru, Mary 
Greenwell, and affectionately kissing her publicist.

Time for the first picture. Our photographer, 
Riccardo Tinelli, worries that Seyfried might be 
too tired; on cue, she yawns again. But as soon as 
she’s in front of the camera, she comes to life—for 
a few seconds at least. It’s enough to give us a win-
ning shot before she fades again. As the day moves 
along, Seyfried seems to gradually wake up, and by 
the time we wrap, she’s jumping on the bed.

As the day ends, Seyfried has plans to get her 
hair cut in the bathroom, but, before that, she’s in 
the mood to talk. “Let’s do the interview on the 
bed!”  she says enthusiastically, in the way she has 
that makes everything seem exciting, even if it’s just 
choosing where to sit. 

Seyfried has come a long way since her (admit-
tedly iconic, highly quoted) role as Karen Smith 
in 2004’s Mean Girls. She has played her share  
of ingenues (Mamma Mia!, Dear John, Les 
Misérables) and is always a box-office draw in com-
edies (Ted 2, A Million Ways to Die in the West, 
Love the Coopers). But the chameleon-like actress 
has also tackled more complicated roles, like that of 
a real-life porn star in Lovelace and a bereft woman 
in Fathers and Daughters. 

In fact, as we talk, with Seyfried lying on the 
bed, the conversation almost immediately takes a 

dark turn of its own. (As you’ll see, it starts with 
confronting one’s mortality.) “Sorry!” Seyfried 
apologizes. “It’s funny because sometimes I don’t 
really know what I’m talking about.” 

You started acting at 15 years old, and you’ve done 
27 movies so far. You’ve only just turned 30!
“I’m scared of getting old. How quickly time flies! 
How quickly the years go! It’s scary.”
There is a scene in your ad for Givenchy Very 
Irrésistible where you tap your foot and the lights 
of the Eiffel Tower turn on. Has life been like that 
for you—you just get what you want? “It’s not that 
easy! But usually, yes. I get what I want, for the 
most part.”
Are you in love? “Yes. With myself. I found last year 
really intense, in terms of my career and big mo-
ments—wonderful moments, horrible moments 
and personal moments, including a breakup. After 
filming Twin Peaks last September, I just collapsed 
into myself and felt the lowest I’d felt for a long 
time. That’s when I started practising meditation, 
self-knowledge and self-awareness. I overcame 
something, and hopefully I’ll keep moving forward.”
What do you find most unsettling or stressful? “So 
many things! Travelling and airports.... Flying is 
okay, but it’s the airport for some reason. Everybody 
is coming and going. It’s a very hectic place, and I’m 
sensitive to that. I find pressure stressful too—the 
pressure to be great, to communi cate well and to 
be a great person.”
Do any of those pressures come from your childhood, 
do you think? “My childhood was pretty normal. 
I lived with my parents, who are still together, and 
my sister. We were a very balanced suburban family.  
I played sports, I sang and I played piano. I got to  
do what I wanted to do. I got good grades at h  

D A Y D R E A M E R
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school and had lots of friends, but it was still  
pretty stressful. I was a very obsessive and some-
what compulsive child—even at five years old! I 
had to have my socks at the same length. I kept all 
my toys organized.” 
Have you ever had any counselling? “I have a 
therapist, and I read a lot. I’m very interested in 
Buddhism as a teaching tool; I think the Buddhist 
philosophy is really wonderful. I try to live in the 
moment. I hate the idea of living in the future 
because it’s just fantasy, and, for me, fears come 
from fantasy. You can project your fears into a 
fantasy that would never happen. That’s not a 
positive way to think. It’s important to seize the 
day because we don’t know what could happen 
in 10 minutes even. I mean, we will probably still 
be here, but, you know, maybe there could be a 
nuclear war!” 
That’s a rather dark vision of the world. “We are 
born alone, and we die alone. You have to some-
times come to terms with the facts. You can’t 
look to a man or anyone else to make you happy. 
That’s just not the answer, and I understand that 
now. Maybe in a year I’ll be on the floor crying 
hyster ically about all this, but at least I’m able to 
talk about it. It is something I’ve experienced a 
little bit in my 20s. When I’m 40, I’ll see how I 
feel, but who really knows? I hope we’re still alive 
in 10 years. I hope to have three lovely children 
by then too.”
Do you use acting to work through any of your 
fears? “When I’m acting, it’s a different part of 
me doing it. I’m fearless when I’m acting, but I’m 
not in real life. Nobody is completely fearless, or 
else you’d be a sociopath! When I’m acting, I’m 
stronger and there are no restraints—I’m free to 
do whatever, to play whoever, to be whoever. It’s 
actually an escape for me because I can jump into 
that world and then come back to reality.”
Which of your films is your favourite? “Jennifer’s 
Body! I’m so proud of it. My character is super- 
anxious, honest and stuck. It felt like I was  
playing myself!”
Is fame a challenge for you? “No...I mean, yes. 
There have been times in my life when I’ve been 
more concerned about it than I am now. Getting 
used to fame is so unnatural. It has its downside, 
but when you are not being hassled, the idea of 
being famous is good. I have fans I’ve grown up 
with; that’s a wonderful thing, and it translates to 
other things, to opportunities. But sometimes you 
get hunted, and that’s the downside. Fame can be 
terrifying and uncomfortable.”

Silk-satin outerwear and grain-de-poudre jacket (Givenchy by Riccardo 
Tisci), Calais-lace and silk shorts (Fifi Chachnil), rose-gold, enamel, black-
diamond and white-diamond necklace (White Bird Fine Jewellery) and silver- 
and gold-plated-metal necklaces (Cooperative de Creation). For details, 
see Shopping Guide. Makeup, Mary Greenwell; hair, Jenny Cho; styling 
assistant, Aesane Pecnard. With special thanks to Mandarin Oriental, Paris. 
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What is your recipe for happiness? “My dog, Finn, 
and my farm. I’ve got six chickens, three horses, 
a cow and a baby donkey. I also feel happy being 
with my sister, her husband and my friends. And 
I’m happy when I’m not in a loud bar! I like to have 
dinner, a glass of wine or cocktails and a whisky  
at home.” 
How was collaborating with Givenchy for its new 
fragrance, Live Irrésistible? “It was great and so 
much fun. Matthew, the film director, had really 
good ideas. He’s eccentric and animated, and he 
seemed very excited about it. I absorbed all that, 
and it was really fun to be, like, an American girl in 
Paris and capture this moment. We also had kittens 
on-set, so it felt like it was tailored just for me.” 
What’s next for you? “I’m looking forward to start-
ing a movie [The Last Word] in L.A. with Shirley 
MacLaine. It’s a film about a friendship, and it’s 
going to be intense and awesome. I also have to go 
to Mexico City to shoot another movie, American 
Express, which is so at the opposite end of the scale. 
It’s about drugs, and it’s a comedy—sort of! It’s a 
big movie with Charlize Theron, David Oyelowo, 
Joel Edgerton and Viggo Mortensen.”
You’re involved in the I AM THAT GIRL cause. 
Can you tell us about it? “They don’t ne cessarily 
talk about it like this, but to me it’s like New Age 
Girl Guides. There’s a leader in each region and a 
group of girls, and every week they get together and 
talk about everything. It’s a safe space for girls to 
empower each other and be honest, open and vul-
nerable. It’s so positive and empowering. It helps a 
lot of girls feel like they belong somewhere. High 
school is hard, and college is hard; being a woman, 
at any age, can be hard because there is a lot of 
insecurity and competition.” ■

AMANDA’S BEAUT Y SECRETS

YOUR OFF-DUTY MAKEUP LOOK? “Mascara, that’s it. 
No foundation—I don’t even know how to apply it.” YOUR  
PARTY MAKEUP LOOK? “I do some shadows and an eyebrow 
powder and go for red lips.” HERO PRODUCT? “Concealer. 
And I can’t live without mascara.” THE BEST BEAUTY ADVICE 
YOU EVER RECEIVED? “Less is more.” FROM WHO? “My 
mom. She doesn’t wear makeup.” DO YOU HAVE A DETOX 
RECIPE? “I have this recipe for a very green smoothie; it’s not 
for detoxing, but I make it every morning. It’s usually a big 
bag of spinach, water, chia seeds, celery and half a lemon. 
Sometimes I add kale or fruit, like an apple, a pear, a mango 
or some strawberries.” WHAT LITTLE TREAT DO YOU ALLOW 
YOURSELF FROM TIME TO TIME? “I go to a Korean spa in 
L.A. sometimes—I get scrubs. I would like to go every couple 
of months, but I’m lazy.”
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t sunset on Sundays at summer camp 
in the Haliburton Highlands, we’d 
sit around a fire in our pine-green 

polyester camp uniforms and sing songs. I particu-
larly loved “Leaving on a Jet Plane” because it was 
a sad song, making it (quasi-) acceptable for me to 
weep openly and blame it on the music. I also loved 
it because it was about departure, and I longed for 
any kind of transit—jet plane, Greyhound, horse 
and buggy—to take me away. As I sang “don’t 
know when I’ll be back again” for the gazillionth 
time, I knew when I wanted to be back: never.

If I haven’t already made it as clear as a sum-
mer day, I hated camp. Camp was for the sporty, 
the hearty, the peppy, the outgoing, the game. My 
fellow campers had cool unisex names like Sydney 
and Greer and Blaise and Taylor. They were the 

Summer camp taught 
Olivia Stren how to water-ski 
and eat mystery meat—and 

that perseverance is overrated.  

a
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dreading it in deep winter, when my dad would ask 
“Do you want to go to camp this year?” “Yes,” I 
would lie, a painful lump the size of a tetherball 
taking up residence in my throat. I was at that pre-
adolescent age when being (or feeling) different felt 
like certain social doom. And I really wanted to fit 
in, so I forced myself to go for five traumatic Julys. 

My campmates learned how to water-ski when 
they were barely out of Pampers. I went water-
skiing for the first time at camp, but my skis were 
too big, and as I struggled to get up, they flipped up 
to stab me in the thighs. I remember a cabinmate 
beholding my bruises and exclaiming in revulsion 
“What IS that?” “I went water-skiing,” I explained 
feebly, my bruises having assumed rainbow colours 
to match the mirrored Oakleys she had perched, 
crownlike, on her sun-bleached-blond head. h 

kind of girls who would run toward the ball in 
team sports (not away from it, like I would), the 
kind of girls who, in the wintertime, had ski-lift 
tickets permanently adhered to their jackets, the 
kind of girls who left school early to play field 
hockey (by choice), their blond ponytails swing-
ing cheerfully, while I scurried home early to watch 
The Young and the Restless. I was more of an ob-
server. I should add that I wasn’t a loner—I was a 
sociable kid, but I preferred to do my socializing 
in a place that was close to a shower and, ideally, a 
Benetton and in a way that didn’t involve enforced 
peppiness and clapping to “Johnny Appleseed” 
before eating “mystery meat.”   

My fellow campers at Gay Venture (yes, that 
really was the name of my camp) started looking 
forward to camp at the first pop of spring. I started 
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These girls also liked eating peanut-butter-
and-banana sandwiches every day, and 
they hated rainy days because it meant 
they couldn’t go water-skiing. I was aller-
gic to peanuts (as well as dairy and eggs 
and chocolate and pretty much everything 
else you eat at camp) at a time long before 
it was fashionable to have allergies and in-
tolerances, and I longed for a month-long 
monsoon. My favourite activity at camp 
was “rest.” 

During my last summer at Camp Gay 
Venture, I went on a canoe trip, which in-
volved the particular delights of portaging 
through a leech-and-blackfly-populated 
swamp. My tripmates emerged from the 
experience tanned and strong and proud. 
I emerged so heavily bitten by blackflies 
that my eyelids swelled, nearly sealing 
shut. Another camper, whose name I 
have blocked, looked at me and laughed. 
“Nobody is going to dance with you at the 
regatta with the boys’ camp next week!” 
she cackled, her tongue blue from a just-
eaten jawbreaker and her braces glinting 
in the midday sun.  

I recall weeping with joy and relief on 
Parents Day at the sight of my mom and 
dad, the way a prisoner might sob upon 
seeing a family member after weeks of 
wrongful incarceration. They’d bring me 
jujubes and copies of Soap Opera Digest 
and fresh fruit and take me to lunch in the 
nearby town. Sometimes they’d even get 
into a fight, and I’d feel a chest-splitting 
homesickness. “Why don’t you come 
home?” my mom would say. She was on 
to me. “No, I love it here,” I would say, 
tears as big as jawbreakers rolling down 
my blackfly-bitten cheeks. 

I worried that if I took her up on her 
offer, which I longed to do, it would be 
a loser move. I’m not sure why quitting 
camp was unthinkable when, frankly, I 
excelled at quitting other things. I took 
up drumming when I was 13 because I 
wanted to be like Mary Stuart Masterson 
in Some Kind of Wonderful, but I quit be-
fore I graduated from my practice snare 
pad. I also quit piano, ballet, gym (as soon 
as it wasn’t compulsory) and calculus.  
I even quit Writer’s Craft in high school  

after getting poor grades. But quitting 
camp felt more like a personal failure 
because it would be admitting that I 
wasn’t—and would never be—like those 
peppy ponytailed girls.

Parents Day was the halfway mark, 
a sort of temporary life jacket and a re-
minder of life Outside. But it was also a 
reminder that I had two weeks left until 
the last day, the one I’d spend the whole 
month fantasizing about. Until then, I’d 
have to subsist on the letters my mom 
would send me. During “rest,” I’d lie in 
my musty bunk and read and reread her 
letters; she’d write me detailed accounts (in 
French) about the goings-on in The Young 
and the Restless’ Genoa City. (“Nikki 
s’est mariée avec Jack Abbott,” etc.) I’d 
read about the recent baby swapping and 
Nikki’s pill-popping addiction. I’d pop a 
jujube and pine for home. 

Other girls at camp, the afore mentioned 
ones, sometimes got glamorous injuries (a 
broken arm from horseback riding or a 
sprained ankle from leaping for a volley on 
the tennis court) that would exempt them 
from swimming and canoe trips. They’d la-
ment their convalescence, and I’d burn with 
jealousy. The last year I went to camp, I  
finally sustained a proper injury of my 
own—during arts and crafts. While my 
peers might have hurt themselves slalom 
skiing or show jumping, I got injured mak-
ing a mug. The pottery wheel fell on my 
leg, and my foot got caught between the 
burning motor and the spinning wheel. I 
was sent to convalesce at the infirmary. I 
couldn’t go swimming or water-skiing or 
portaging, I was told, and I tried to look 
appropriately aggrieved. After a few days 
of lying supine with a plastic A&P bag 
on my foot, I left camp—not by jet plane 
but in somebody’s Mazda—and went to 
SickKids Hospital in Toronto. I had, it 
turned out, a third-degree burn on my foot 
and needed a skin-graft operation immedi-
ately. I spent the rest of that summer lying 
in the burn ward at SickKids with staples 
in my foot and my leg in a cast—all of 
which somehow seemed a preferable fate 
to spending my time at camp. I knew when 
I’d be back again. ■

GROWN-UP 
SUMMER CAMPS
THESE SIX NOSTALGIC  

GETAWAYS WILL LET  
YOU RELIVE YOUR  

MOST MEMORABLE 
CAMPFIRE  MOMENTS.
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SHOWCASE YOUR TALENT 
During Labour Day week, 

Canadian Adventure Camp in 
Ontario turns over its giant 

water slides and Tarzan swings to 
adult campers. There’s even a 

talent show to cap off the week—
so start practising your 

“Kumbaya” mash-up now.

TRY A DIGITAL DETOX  
Each August, North Carolina’s 

Camp Grounded hosts a 
throwback camp-out for young 

professionals—the four-day  
retreat comes complete with a 
no-digital-device policy. Who 
needs social media when you 

can walk on stilts?

PADDLE HARD 
Fireside Adventures camp hosts 

a 10-day canoe adventure in  
the Yukon for wilderness- 

loving adults each August. Paddle 
400 kilometres up the Yukon 
River and spend your nights 

snacking on s’mores under the 
glow of the aurora borealis.

FIND BLISS 
Popular with Gen X and Gen Y, 
New York’s Soul Camp offers 
five August days filled with col-
our wars, dance classes and, 

of course, yoga. It starts with a 
fear-burning ceremony, where 

you can watch your troubles go 
up in the smoke of a bonfire.

ROCK OUT 
For a three-day weekend in 
September, Camp Yoga has 
crafted two sleepover-meets-

fitness camps in Canmore, Alta., 
and Parry Sound, Ont., respect-
ively. Roll out of your bunk bed 
each morning for rock climbing, 
rope courses and lots of yoga.

THROW A PARTY  
For three nights in September, 
Camp No Counselors lets you 
check in to a bunkhouse in L.A. 

or Michigan. Spend your days zip 
lining and your nights at themed 
costume parties complete with 
live music (and an open bar).
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sticks for sun-sensitive areas, you will 
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SARAH,
I’m beyond thankful that you swiped right on 
that cold winter evening a year and a half ago. 
It was a simple but profound gesture that has 
changed the course of our lives.

If you hadn’t come across my photograph 
in our mutual friend’s social-media account—
and instinctively wanted to get to know the 
sunburned redhead in the photo next to his 

ARE  
Y       U 
THE 

GIRL?

buddy at the local Boston Pizza—we might 
never have met. Because then you recognized 
me on Tinder and knew it was our chance. It 
seems we were meant to meet.

You got my attention when you started our 
first text conversation and then piqued my  
interest even more when you risked dis-
appointment and showed up at a house party 
full of strangers because you knew I was there.

“I’ve only ever dated redheads,” you told 
me during our first face-to-face conversation, 
and it threw me for a loop (as did the “I’m 
vegan” confession but to a much lesser de-
gree). My hair was once a source of deep 
insecurity for me. As a kid, I was teased re-
lentlessly. I would never have thought that 
this once embarrassing trait would one day 
be responsible for finding the love of my life. 
But after all the redheaded frogs you had to 
kiss, you finally met me, your bearded, tat-
tooed ginger prince.

Yet I was still guarded. At 25, with little 
long-term-relationship experience and a fair 
amount of practice with rejection, I’d re-
solved that I’d be single for the rest of my life. 
And I felt fine with that. “Love’s just not for 
me,” I’d reluctantly tell myself, despite the 
fact that I grew up feeling the love that is 
abundantly present in my parents’ relation-
ship—after 33 years together, they still abso-
lutely adore each other. 

Hell-bent on breaking down my walls, you 
let me in very early. You had enough confi-
dence in our potential to take a sledgehammer 
to the stubborn exterior I used to shield my-
self from getting hurt again. You did this bit 
by bit every time we were together, like when 
we played The Game of Life at the coffee 
shop by your place or when we took a trip to 
Niagara Falls for the weekend and played the 
Willy Wonka slots until our 20 bucks ran out. 
When I asked what it was that made me dif-
ferent from the men in your past, you told me, 
“Things were completely different from the 
moment we met.” With them, you said, there 
was no foreseeable future. But with me, you 
saw the house, the kids, the everything. You 
made me feel like love could actually be in the 
cards for me—that it was in the cards for me. 

But I was still looking for something that 
would tell me we weren’t meant for each  
other—evidence that this was too good to be 

To up the ante on an already big 
question, one writer makes a very public 

proposal. Now, keep reading, and 
imagine him down on one knee... 

RELATIONSHIP
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true. But that didn’t happen. Instead, with each 
trip to Niagara and each cup of coffee (bis cotti 
on the side), I loved you more. And when I told 
you I loved you a touch too early—just three 
months in—you didn’t freak out. Another key 
moment came seven months after that, when 
you came to a dinner with my extended family 
for the first time. At the end of the night, I 
leaned in to kiss my grandmother’s cheek, and 
she said, “She loves you, you know.” When  
I asked her how she could tell, she replied,  
“It’s the way she looks at you.” Indeed, my 
grandma—who watched you like a hawk that 
evening—knew then that what we have is real. 

What made me realize that my walls were 
officially down was that I missed you when 
you weren’t around. This was something my 
parents pointed out. In the past, I would dis-
tance myself from relationships and relish time 
apart. But when you weren’t with me, I wanted 
you to be. I’d never experienced that before. 

As our relationship has evolved, I’ve come 
to see that love isn’t some grand gesture or 
spectacle like it is in the movies. The key to 
love is in the little things—the things that are 
just between you and me. Like when you 
twist your legs in mine in the middle of the 
night even though you know it makes me hot. 
And when you leave a corner of your Melba 
toast for my spoiled dog, Shooter Box, be-
cause you know how much it means to me. 

It’s also about accepting and enjoying 
the subtle changes we bring to each other’s 
lives—like how I no longer feel awkward 
standing in the middle of a Sephora when 
I am with you and how, because of your ri-
diculously early hours as a vegan baker, we 
manage to balance the days when you get 

up for work before I even make it to bed. It’s 
about how you’ve become the daughter my 
parents never had and how my best friend, 
Scotty P, has become yours as well. It’s about 
how you somehow manage to watch me, a 
carnivore, devour gourmet burgers without 
so much as a glint of judgment. When I first 
met you, veganism was something I knew 
very little about, and throughout our rela-
tionship you’ve opened my eyes to healthy 
foods I didn’t know existed. And I’m thank-
ful. Because of you, I’m a changed man. I’ve 
gone from being a cynical bachelor to a (sort 
of) vegan marshmallow. 

Sarah, I’m so proud of your passions, 
your creativity and your accomplishments. I 
promise you all the love I can possibly give 
for the rest of my life. I promise you many 
more pizza nights with the folks and more 
failed attempts at purchasing our first home 
together. Because, at the end of the day, even 
when we disagree (like in our conversations 
about raising our children vegan or whether 
satellite radio is better than AM/FM), we’ll 
work through it together—until we’re old, 
wrinkled and full of wisdom. I want to set an 
example for our children, the way my parents 
have for me, by showing them every day what 
true love looks like. 

Sarah Beatson: I live for your smile, your 
love and the baked goods that I ask you not to 
make because I’ve been working on my 
“beach body” for the past 26 years. Because 
of these things and more, I want to ask:  
Will you marry me?                          BOBBY BOX

 
Go to ELLECanada.com/theproposal to find 
out if Sarah says yes....

G R E A T  E X P E C T A T I O N S 
When it comes to weddings, there is immense pressure on both parties—but it all starts with the proposal. My 

buddies clearly got the memo, because their proposals were damn good. Needless to say, I had a lot to live up to. 
A few years back, my best friend surprised his girlfriend while she was on vacation in the Caribbean with her fam-
ily. The guy flew to freaking Aruba so he could propose on a rose-petal-scattered beach. Just a few months ago, 
another friend proposed on a trip to Chicago. His girlfriend thought the Blackhawks game was just a last-minute 
event, but during the game the team’s mascot walked up to her with a sign that read “Celia, will you marry me?” 
as my friend got down on one knee. The proposal was caught on the Jumbotron, and the audience roared with 

congratulatory cheers. So this is why I set out to make my proposal different from those of my friends. It’s no easy 
feat, especially in this Instagram era, where things have only gotten more competitive—and public. As a writer,  
I felt that presenting my proposal in a magazine article would be unique, romantic and something nobody in  

my social circle could do. I wanted it to be creative and no less spectacular than freaking Aruba. B.B.

THE BIG ASK
Coming up with a  

creative and standout 
marriage proposal is 
a big challenge. Here 
are three that went  

viral. Spoiler: They all 
got a “yes.”

The one with Harry 
Potter (546,000 views) 

With Disney-level  
production values, one 

man sent his Potterhead 
love on a wizarding-

world-themed scaven-
ger hunt that ultimately 

ends in a rather  
special “Horcrux.”

The one with the movie 
theatre (33,000,000 

views) A woman goes 
to the movies only to 
end up watching a  

“trailer” of her boyfriend 
making an epic journey 
to the theatre. Cut to 
the present moment, 
and there he is, in the 

real world, on one knee.

The one with Mickey 
Mouse (13,500,000 
views) A flashmob, 

Disneyland and Bruno 
Mars’ “Marry You”:  

three reasons this video 
from 2011 launched 
many all-singing, all-
dancing copycats.

Tip: Our digital director, 
Steve Kawalit, actually 

has a YouTube proposal 
video of his own. (It was 
at Facebook HQ—Sheryl 
and Mark were there!) 
Here’s his number one 

piece of advice for 
anyone planning to do 
likewise: “Bring a pack 
of tissues. If she says 

yes, expect the tears to 
flow. If it’s a no, expect 

the tears to flow.” h“T
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CLASSIC COOL
Platinum and diamond, 
Birks ($3,975, 
maisonbirks.com)

SLIGHTLY TWISTED
Platinum and diamond, 

David Yurman 
(price upon request, 

davidyurman.com)

MODERN STATEMENT
18-karat yellow gold 
and diamond, Yannis 
Sergakis ($895, at 
kavut.com)

WHIMSICAL WOW
18-karat yellow gold 

and diamond, Pamela 
Love ($1,911, at 

archivesboutique.com)

WAY OUT THERE
18-karat white gold 
and diamond, Anita Ko 
($5,143.20, at NET-A-
PORTER.com) ■

P R O P O S A L  P R E P An engagement #nailfie without a mani is like 
coming home from a sample sale empty-handed. The fix: a long-lasting lacquer like Essie 
Gel Couture Nail Polish ($14, at drugstores and mass-market retailers). Pure pigments 
and shine-boosting resin help colour last as long as a gel—no UV light necessary. That 
means you won’t have to return to the salon for a redo if someone, ahem, doesn’t get 
down on one knee fast enough. Apply two coats of polish—skip the base coat because 
this product sticks better without one—and follow with the matching topcoat. Bonus: 
The line has 42 new colours, which might even provide some bridesmaid-dress inspo.

PUT A 
RING 
ON IT

KIC
K 
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D
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H
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G O  A B O V E  &  B E Y O N D 
SO HOW DO YOU TOP AN OTT PROPOSAL? PLAN AN 
ELOPEMENT THAT TAKES YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO A NEW 
HIGH. Go 356 metres above Toronto to the CN Tower EdgeWalk 
for a wedding that definitely requires trust. The “aisle” here is a 
360-degree loop of the tower, and they even have special safety 
suits for wedding walkers: black for him, white for her. After the 
ceremony, head inside to the 360 Restaurant, where you can opt 
for the dark-chocolate tower with crème anglaise in lieu of a cake. 
For more elopement ideas, go to ELLECanada.com/travel.



life opens up with a whiter smile
®

ONLY�CREST��D�WHITE�
LETS�YOU�RSVP�
WITH�A�GORGEOUS�SMILE�

Get professional results, fast.
Crest 3D White Professional Eff ects Whitestrips 

whiten as well as a $500 treatment.*
*vs. lights/laser

www.3DWhite.com/en-CA
© Procter & Gamble, Inc., 2016  ORAL-19714





J U L Y  2 0 1 6

W A T E R W O R K S
YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE DIVING FOR  

LONG-LOST TREASURES TO JUSTIFY TAKING  

THE PLUNGE IN SCUBA-INSPIRED GEAR. 
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Fashion direction by Juliana Schiavinatto  Photographs by Max Abadian  Art direction by Brittany Eccles

DIVE
SWIMWEAR GOES SPORTY FOR MAXIMUM IMPACT.



Nylon-tricot swimsuit (Private Party), titanium watch with rubber strap (Omega), rubber and 
Lucite bangle (Alexandra Blak), powder-coated-metal choker (WXYZ Jewelry), rubber 

bracelets, nylon-cord and metal necklace (stylist’s own) and neoprene wetsuit and scuba 
equipment (worn throughout, courtesy of Grand Velas Riviera Maya Resort)



Nylon and spandex swimsuit 
(Cover), neoprene bikini top 

(Mikoh), rubber and Lucite bangle, 
patent-leather and Lucite bangle 

and rope necklace (Alexandra 
Blak) and rubber bracelet and 
nylon-cord and metal bracelet 

(stylist’s own)
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Nylon and spandex rashie (Baku), 
polyamide and Lycra maillot 

(Oye), Mylon visor sunglasses 
(Mykita x Bernhard Willhelm), 

resin watch (G-Shock) and 
rubber bracelets and nylon-cord 
and metal bracelet (stylist’s own)



Calf-leather moto 
jacket (Versace), 
nylon and Lycra 
swimsuit (Karla 
Colletto), powder-
coated-metal choker 
(WXYZ Jewelry), 
leather bracelet with 
gunmetal hoop and 
closure and metallic-
leather bracelet 
with silver closure 
(Laruicci), titanium 
watch with rubber 
strap (Omega)  
and nylon-cord and 
metal necklace 
(stylist’s own)
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Nylon and spandex bikini top  
(6 Shore Road by Pooja) and 

nylon and Lycra reversible maillot 
(Vitamin A by Amahlia Stevens)
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Polyamide and elastane 
tank (Billabong, 
at Sporting Life), 
neoprene swimsuit 
(Mikoh), stainless-steel 
sunglasses (Mykita x 
Bernhard Willhelm), 
rubber goggles 
(Rudsak) and powder-
coated-metal choker 
(WXYZ Jewelry). 
Right: Leather bracelet 
(Winners), metallic-
leather bracelet with 
silver closure (Laruicci) 
and resin watch 
(G-Shock) 





Nylon and spandex 
top (Michi), neoprene 
bikini bottoms 
(Mikoh), acrylic 
choker (I Still Love 
You NYC), powder-
coated-metal choker 
(WXYZ Jewelry), 
leather bracelet with 
gunmetal hoop and 
closure (Laruicci) and 
rubber bracelets and 
nylon-cord and metal 
bracelet (stylist’s own)





Nylon and spandex bikini (Baku), elastic belt with plastic buckle 
(Cover), rubber and Lucite necklace (Alexandra Blak), metallic-leather 
bracelet with silver closure (Laruicci) and plastic and silicone watch 
(Swatch). Right: Lycra swimsuit (Jo de Mer), rope necklace (Alexandra 
Blak), powder-coated-metal choker (WXYZ Jewelry), leather bracelet 
with gunmetal hoop and closure (Laruicci), rubber bracelets and nylon-
cord and metal bracelet (stylist’s own) and neoprene wetsuit (courtesy 
of Grand Velas Riviera Maya Resort). For details, see Shopping Guide. 
Model, Kate Bock (Sutherland Models); hair & makeup, Susana Hong 
(P1M.ca/Chanel); fashion assistant, Cherry Wang. Shot on location at 
Grand Velas Riviera Maya Resort in Mexico (rivieramaya.
grandvelas.com). With thanks to Booking.com.
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EASY BREEZY BEAUTIFUL
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NEW

MASCARA
FIBERS
THE SUPER SIZER

Zendaya is wearing
lash inserts.

29,000 ⇒ bers in every tube–
for volume and so much length,
you can’t believe your eyes!

FIBERS BUILT IN…
LASHES BUILT OUT!

LENGTH
400% VOLUME

+
EXTEND YOUR LASHES 
@ COVERGIRL.CA

ZENDAYA
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E D I T O R ’ S  P O V  If there’s one month that sums up la dolce vita, it’s July—when the heat (and hedonism) of summer is 
rising. Take this pretty look from Dolce & Gabbana’s spring/summer 2016 show, which was a playful yet elegant affair. It features 
a sexy flick of eyeliner, soft blush and a whimsical hair accessory. Once you’ve got that, all you need for a hot summer night is a 
Sicilian beau and two scoops of gelato.             VANESSA CRAFT
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CROWN
AFFAIR

Bold, beautiful and 
ready for summer.

Y O U R  N E E D - T O - K N O W  C O U N T E R C U L T U R E  G U I D E

Chanel Les Beiges 
Healthy Glow 
Multi-Colour Duo in 
No. 02 ($74); Kye 
for Shu Uemura 
Ultime8 Sublime 
Beauty Cleansing 
Oil ($48); CoverGirl 
Clean Matte Oil 
Control BB Cream 
in Light ($11); 
Paul & Joe Lipstick 
Case in 031 ($7); 
Paul & Joe Lipstick 
Refill in 202 ($20). 
For details, see 
Shopping Guide.



BEAUTY
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Victoria DiPlacido, 
associate beauty editor
“My skin reacts to everything, 
and this air purifier not only re-

duces the dust in my apartment 
but also looks really good do-
ing it. (Chrome, guys.) Bonus: 

The unit has no filter, which 
means I can’t forget to change 
it.” Saje AromaGem Ultrasonic 
Nebulizer in Chrome ($69.95) 

Carli Whitwell, 
health & beauty editor

“My DNA didn’t get the memo 
that beauty editors are meant to 
have long nails that even Adele 
would be jealous of. At least my 
cuticles deserve a standing ‘O’ 
thanks to this shea-butter-rich 

oil I apply nightly.” L’Occitane en 
Provence Shea Nail & Cuticle 

Nourishing Oil ($22)

 HIGH 
ROTATION: 

BEAUT Y-
DEPARTMENT 

FAVES 

Vanessa Craft, 
beauty director

“I’m always looking for a cleanser 
that won’t leave my skin feeling 
tighter than a hipster’s skinny 

jeans. This SLES-free face wash 
clears makeup but contains 

coconut oil and aloe for hydra-
tion.” Beautycounter Nourishing 

Cream Cleanser ($32)

D A R K  M AT T E R 
Always wanted to try black lipstick? The moody 
hue is newly accessible, making an appearance 
in multiple collections this summer. For Katy Perry, 
it was a must-have in her debut line for CoverGirl. 
“They’ve never had a black lipstick,” says the 
singer, adding with a smile, “I’m like, ‘Guys, it’s 
2016. Everybody’s wearing black lipstick!’” 
Look for moisturizing matte formulas—Perry’s in-
cludes shea, aloe and avocado butters—that will 
stay put without cracking. “You can layer black 
lipstick with other colours to add more depth,” 
says Veronica Chu, makeup artist for CoverGirl, 
should you be thinking that black lipstick isn’t your 
everyday kind of look. “[It’s] a great way to make 
the most of your lipstick collection.” 

From top: CoverGirl Katy Kat 
Matte Lipstick in Perry Panther 
($11); Maybelline New York Color 
Sensational Loaded Bold Lipstick in 
Pitch Black ($10). Been wearing black 
lipstick since ’97?  Graduate to Bite 
Beauty Amuse Bouche Lipstick in Kale 
($30) and Hard Candy Fierce Effects 
Lipstick in Night Queen ($5.98). 

“Even if you don’t 
have time to do 

very much, pop a 
black lipstick on 
and you’re still 

saying something. 
You’re still making 
a statement that’s 

cool, edgy and 
different.” 

– Katy Perry

E L L E   
L OV E S

Made of Tahitian 
gardenia and coconut 
extract and scented 
with white frangipani, 

ylang-ylang and vanilla, 
this season’s sheer 

follow-up to the original 
bronzing oil will replace 

your moisturizer and 
perfume. NARS 

Monoï Body Glow II 
($76). For details, see 

Shopping Guide.

BEAUTY 
BUZZ

This month’s new and 
noteworthy must-haves.

L A T E S T  &  G R E A T E S T

BROW DOWN  Bigger is better when it comes to brows—and brow 
launches, it seems. Just ask Benefit: The company has upped its grooming game with a new 
collection of nine brow products. Why should you care? Because well-groomed eyebrows 
give your face symmetry and a polished look. If you’re dealing with a spindly situ, try the 
conditioning primer with keratin and soy proteins to help hair become the thicker, fuller ver-
sion of its dreams. If you’re Type A when it comes to makeup application, there’s an ultra-fine 
pencil that offers precise, perfected colour. You’ll never have Bert brows again (unless that’s 
your thing, in which case, do you). Benefit Ready, Set, Brow! ($30); 3D Browtones ($30); 
Precisely, My Brow Pencil ($30); Browvo! Conditioning Primer ($36) 

OUR PICK 
Benefit 
Ka-Brow! 
Cream-Gel 
Brow Color  
with Brush 
($30), a cream 
gel that is easy to 
use and gives a 
natural finish. 
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M A K I N G  S C E N T S 
Straying from your signature scent needn’t be as arduous as Kanye 

deciding on an album name. Bolster (or begin) your fragrance 
wardrobe with new iterations of  notes you already love. 

H A U L  O F  F A M E

FOR ROSE 
LOVERS

Notes: lime, suede, 
rosewater, rose absolute. 

MEMO Paris French Leather 
Rose Eau de Parfum Spray 

($1,058 for 75 mL) 

FOR A 
SENSUAL WHITE 

BOUQUET  
Notes: ylang-ylang, jasmine, 

sandalwood. Carven L’Absolu 
Eau de Parfum Natural Spray 

($158 for 100 mL) 

FOR A 
FRESH FLORAL 

Notes: mandarin, lemon, white 
musk. Guerlain La Petite Robe 
Noire Eau Fraîche Spray ($86 

for 50 mL). For details, see 
Shopping Guide.

FOR 
OPULENT 

LEATHER NOTES  
Notes: neroli, orange flower, 

leather. Tom Ford Neroli 
Portofino Forte Eau de 
Parfum Spray ($325  

for 50 mL)

FOR AN 
AIRY MUSK

Notes: bergamot, Haitian 
vetiver, patchouli. Clean 

Reserve Rain [Reserve Blend] 
Eau de Parfum Spray 
($125 for 100 mL) 

BEAUTY



E L L E P R O M O T I O N

Reinvent your shower routine with the  

NEW TRESemmé Beauty-Full Volume™ collection. 

It’s salon-quality volume, at home –flipping and 

reversing the way you clean your hair! 

Find the perfect 

balance of volume 

and softness with 

the TRESemmé 
Beauty-Full 
Volume Hair 
Maximizer. Apply 

it on damp hair and 

strand-by-strand, 

it provides lift 

without leaving 

residue. 

If you want 

touchable, soft 

volume, reach for 

the TRESemmé 
Beauty-Full Volume 
Hair Mousse. Apply 

a palm-full of the 

mousse on damp hair 

before you blow-dry 

with a round brush 

to get more of that 

va-va-voom volume. 

TAKE YOUR #VOLUMEREVOLUTION BEYOND THE 

SHOWER – THESE STYLING PRODUCTS MAKE SURE 

YOUR HAIR RECEIVES AN ALL-DAY BOOST.

“MY FAVOURITE PART 

ABOUT THIS SYSTEM IS THAT IT

 IS PERFECT FOR EVERYDAY 

VOLUME. THIS ISN’T FOR CRAZY 

HUGE POUFY HAIR – THIS GIVES 

YOU A BIT OF A BOOST BUT KEEPS 

HAIR SOFT AND TOUCHABLE.”

- MARISA ROY,  ELLE CANADA BEAUTY VLOGGER

ELLE CANADA’S Beauty Vlogger, Marisa Roy, 

tests the new condition first, shampoo 

second reverse wash method:
tip

VISIT WWW.TRESEMMEVOLUMEREVOLUTION.CA FOR MORE INFORMATION.

CHECK OUT ELLE CANADA BEAUTY VLOGGER’S REVIEW OF THE TRESEMMÉ BEAUTY-FULL VOLUME REVERSE 

WASH SYSTEM ON ELLE CANADA’S YOUTUBE CHANNEL @ ELLECANADA #BEAUTYPLAYLIST

1
2

STEP ONE: First up, use the ultra-moisturizing pre-wash 

conditioner to soften the hair. Apply TRESemmé Beauty-

Full Volume Pre-Wash Conditioner on damp hair from 

root to tip and leave on for one minute before rinsing. 

The proprietary Fiber Polishing Actives bind to the hair 

to protect and soften the hair cuticle during application 

to leave it smooth and polished.

STEP TWO: Follow with 

the shampoo to wash 

away weight. TRESemmé 

Beauty-Full Volume 

Shampoo, formulated 

with Fleximax Volumizers, 

helps control static and 

infuses your hair with 

volume. It gently cleanses 

and removes excess 

weight from the hair 

and leaves an ultra-light 

conditioning layer on the 

surface of the hair. 

*Safe for colour-treated hair.

TURN UP THE

VOLUME
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TWIST ENDING Try a liquid gel like AG Hair Care Plastique Extreme Volumizer ($22) 
for shine and protection from UV rays. Apply sunscreen like Bioderma Photoderm Mineral 

SPF 50+ Protection Spray ($28.90) regularly. Nylon and spandex bathing  
suit (Acacia) and cotton cord with brass beads (Dolorous)  

The urban warrior takes on summer.

Photographs by Max Abadian  Beauty direction by Vanessa Craft

B E A C H  P L E A S E



IN THE DARK Sub out your coral and pink lipsticks for a surprising summer 
trend: the goth lip. We love Kat Von D Studded Kiss Lipstick in Slayer ($26). Don’t 
skip a conditioning treatment—your pool-parched hair needs it: Christophe Robin 
Regenerating Mask with Rare Prickly Pear Oil ($71). Cotton, polyamide and 
elastane top (COS) and nylon and spandex bottoms (Acacia) 



EYE CONTACT Fill brows with a flick of gel wax, like Bobbi Brown Long-Wear Brow Gel ($30), and  
make eyes the star with NYX Professional Makeup Loose Pearl Eyeshadow in Yellow Gold ($6). Viscose  

and spandex bodysuit (Naked Wardrobe) and 18-karat-gold-plated-brass earrings (Laruicci)
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SURF THE WAVES Give curls bounce without crunch using Dove Quench Absolute Supreme Crème Serum ($12);  
getting super-smooth skin is made easier with a product that contains firming caffeine, like Elancyl Laboratoire Slim Design Cellulite  

Treatment ($60). Polyamide and elastane top and bottoms (Rochelle Sara) and brass body chain (Dolorous) 
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SMOKE SIGNALS Get shimmering 
skin and a sultry eye for the ultimate 
beach-goddess look. Try Charlotte Tilbury 
Supermodel Body Slimmer Shimmer: 
Shape, Hydrate & Glow ($78) and 
Chantecaille Luster Glide Silk Infused Eye 
Liner ($37). Cotton and nylon cardigan 
(See by Chloé), Lycra swimsuit (Huit) and 
rose-gold-plated body chain (Dolorous). 
For details, see Shopping Guide. Fashion 
direction, Juliana Schiavinatto; art direction, 
Brittany Eccles; model, Vie (Montage); 
hair & makeup, Susana Hong (P1M.ca/
Chanel/Oribe); styling assistant, Cherry 
Wang; digital technician, Gabriel Paquet; 
photographer’s assistant, Don Loga. Shot 
on location at Hotel Meliá Braco Village 
in Jamaica. We would like to thank Air 
Transat (airtransat.ca).



CUT COPY
The right cut gives your hair shape before you even go near a styling product.

Tightly curled hair: Layers are the secret to curly-hair salvation. Arrive at the salon with dry 
hair and your regular style so that your stylist can get a sense of your natural curl pattern. Wavy 
hair: “This hair texture is the most forgiving and looks good in all cuts and styles,” says Amson, 
who recommends that you choose a cut based on lifestyle preferences (i.e., would you rather  
sleep in than use a styling tool?). Fine, straight hair: A shorter style—think shoulder-length blunt 
cuts and pixie cuts à la Robin Wright—helps create volume for this hair texture. ■ R
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THIRST TR AP  Summer: the magical season when hair appears to 
triple in size within a day. “Hair expands and gets frizzy because it lacks moisture,” says 
hairstylist Sarah Amson, co-owner of Bang Salon in Toronto. “A lot of people shy away 
from hydrating products because they think they’re going to weigh their hair down, 
but there’s moisture for every hair type.” If you have fine hair, use a leave-in spray; those 
with medium and coarser textures can opt for a cream. Try: Kevin.Murphy Staying.
Alive ($28), Garnier Whole Blends Avocado Oil & Shea Butter Nourishing Rinse Out 
Mask ($9) or Bumble and Bumble Bb.Curl Custom Conditioner ($42). 

1

2

3

HAIR WOES 
1. Help! My hair has no personality. 
Redken Beach Envy Volume Wave Aid 
($25) will give you the beach-y waves 
of a sea-salt spray without any actual 
drying sea salt. (Read text at right to find 
out why this is huge.) 2. Help! My hair 
is greasy. Ouai Texturizing Hair Spray 
($32) is what you’d get if dry shampoo 
and hairspray had a baby. Spray it on 
limp hair—roots, bangs or wherever 
it’s needed—to jack up the volume. 
3. Help! My hair is impossible to 
brush. “When your hair gets curlier 
and coarser, it becomes harder to 
brush,” says Amson. “It’s better to do it 
in the shower so you’re not breaking the 
curl apart. Make sure that your hair has 
conditioner on it, so it has more slip.” Try 
Tangle Teezer Compact Styler ($25).

The path to the perfectly formed curls you de-
serve begins in the shower. “One of the biggest 
challenges with curly hair is that the cuticle is 
irregular,” says Colin Ford, artistic and educa-
tion director for Kérastase Paris. “There are 
varying levels of thickness along the hair shaft; 
some parts are weak, while others are stronger.” 
This is why curls are prone to breakage and 
major frizz. “Normal shampooing aggravates 
the situation,” explains Ford. Enter Kérastase’s 
Cleansing Conditioner, part of the new Curl Idéal 
line, designed so that curls form more evenly. The 
creamy low-lather formula gently cleanses with-
out allowing hair fibres to rub together, keep-
ing curls intact. A Pro-Keratin complex in the 
formula doses hair with protein and ceramide, 
strengthening the cuticle, while elastin gives hair 
spring. To add definition post-wash, Ford recom-
mends using a cream formula for curls in need of 
weight and mousse for extra bounce.

BOUNCE 
WITH ME 
Work with, not against, 

your natural hair  
texture this summer. 
BY VICTORIA DIPLACIDO

Kérastase Paris 
Curl Idéal Oléo-
Curl ($56); Curl 
Idéal Cleansing 

Conditioner ($69); 
Curl Idéal Mousse 

($46). For details, see 
Shopping Guide. 



New and improved Veet
®

 Creams are now made 

with Silk & Fresh Technology
TM

 to ensure a pleasant and 

refreshing fragrance experience. Not only do they 

smell better than ever, they also last 2X longer than shaving* 

so that your skin feels smoother for longer.  

Discover our full range today.

www.veet.ca

Introducing

NEW VEET
®

 CREAMS
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THINK OF  the sun as your worst frenemy: She’s warm and friendly 
to your face, but you know you can’t trust her—she’s going to do damage even-
tually. Sneaky UVA rays age skin by increasing free radicals, which disrupt DNA 
and slow collagen synthesis. UVB rays target the top layer of skin, which equals 
sunburn. Both cause skin cancer. You know how to fight back: sunscreen. Use a 
broad-spectrum formula (which protects against UVA and UVB rays) with an 
SPF of 30. Dr. Frances Jang, a dermatologist at Skinworks in Vancouver, recom-
mends applying a topical antioxidant like vitamin C. At concentrations above  
8 percent, it can enhance SPF because it’s anti-inflammatory and neutralizes free 
radicals. There’s also evidence that vitamins C and E may protect against damag-
ing infrared rays, so expect to see more sunscreens containing these antioxidants.

SUNSCREEN S ITU  “I’d prefer 
all natural.” DREAM SCREENS 
Unfortunately, you probably 
can’t find a plant to protect you 
from the sun. (Sitting under 
a palm tree doesn’t count.) A 
lot of sunscreens presented 
as “natural” contain a phys-
ical blocker: minerals such as 
zinc oxide or titanium dioxide 
that bounce rays back. (The 
alternative, chemical blockers, 
soak up rays like a sponge.) 
Physical blockers are best 
for people with sensitive skin, 
but they can leave a chalky 
residue. Try Live Clean Sport 
Mineral Sunscreen Lotion  
SPF 45 ($17) or Kiss My Face 
Everyday Sunscreen Mineral 
Moisturizer SPF 15 ($15).

SUNSCREEN S ITU  “I’m interning, which 
means the only sun I’ll see is from my  
cube.” DREAM SCREENS  Even if you work in 
a nightclub, wearing sunscreen on the face is a 
must. If you don’t want to smell like a beach, try 
Coppertone Clearly Sheer Spray Sunscreen 
SPF 30 ($10). Fragrance houses, enlisted by 
the brand, came up with the spray’s “fresh,  
clean scent.” Or try Eau Thermale Avène  
High Protection Emulsion SPF 50+ ($25).

SUNSCREEN S ITU  “I’ll be on the festival cir-
cuit.” DREAM SCREENS  Sunscreen is  

as essential to Osheaga as a flower crown 
and fringe. New stick formulas allow for 
hands-free application and ensure that 

your Fendi backpack stays spill-free. Try 
Neutrogena Ultra Sheer Face & Body Stick 

Sunscreen SPF 50+ (from $14) and Sun 
Bum Original Face Stick SPF 30 ($13).

SUNSCREEN S ITU  “I’ll be in the water more than a 
pre-Prince Eric Little Mermaid.” DREAM SCREENS 
Savvy sunscreen companies are embracing  
water. The Wet Force technology in Shiseido Ultra 
Sun Protection Lotion S Broad Spectrum SPF 
50+ ($49) gets stronger when skin is wet. It has 
a mineral sensor with negative ions that are at-
tracted to positive ions in water and sweat. Vichy 
Laboratoires Idéal Soleil Sheer Lotion Bare Skin 
Feel SPF 60 ($29.95) contains water-soluble 
UV protector Mexoryl SX. “Water soluble” means 
that it attaches itself to the water in skin, providing 
more uniform coverage. Garnier Ombrelle Sport 
Endurance Water/Sweat Resistant Lotion SPF 
50+ ($20) is also water based, so feel free to  
apply post-dip. For details, see Shopping Guide.

The newest technologies to 
keep you covered 24-7. 

BY CARLI WHITWELL

SCREEN TIME



*© 2015, Trademark of Kellogg Company used under licence by Kellogg Canada Inc.

Sometimes food can really speak to kids.



TICKETS ONLY $25

Tuesday, June 28
7–9 p.m.

Isabel Bader Theatre
93 Charles St. W.  
Toronto

BECOME THE INFLUENCE. BE BOLD. TAKE RISKS. LIVE LIFE FREELY. BE INSPIRED. LEAD BY EXAMPLE. TRUST YOUR 
GUT. BE EMPOWERED. MOTIVATE THROUGH INSPIRATION. SAY WHAT YOU FEEL AND MEAN WHAT YOU SAY. 
STAND FOR WHAT YOU BELIEVE IN. EXCEED YOUR EXPECTATIONS. BELIEVE IN YOURSELF. DON’T TAKE NO 
FOR AN ANSWER. BE YOUR 
BEST SELF. EMPOWER OTHERS. 
ACHIEVE GREATNESS. STAND 
FOR SOMETHING OR YOU 
WILL FALL FOR ANYTHING. 
YOU ARE CAPABLE. BE THE CHANGE THE WORLD IS LOOKING FOR. MAKE A DIFFERENCE. STAND UP 
TO APATHY. BE THE INSPIRATION. EXALT YOUR VOICE. CHALLENGE THE STATUS QUO. NEVER FORGET TO 
SPARKLE. REACH FOR THE STARS BECAUSE YOU HAVE THE POWER TO DO SO. AWAKEN YOUR INNER BEING.

YOUR HOST

 NOREEN FLANAGAN

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF,  
ELLE CANADA

A  SER I ES 

PRESENTED  BY

BE PART OF THE MOVEMENT! 

SPACE IS LIMITED. TO PURCHASE TICKETS, 

VISIT ELLECanada.com/vip
MUST BE LEGAL DRINKING AGE

Join ELLE Canada for an evening of  
empowerment, strength and inspiration  

as we salute Equal Voice Toronto’s efforts 
to advocate for gender parity. 

The launch of the ELLE INSPIRES  
event series in Canada features three prominent 

groundbreaking female influencers who have  
changed the landscape for women. Listen as they 

share their stories of adversity and how they  
found the courage to promote change.

BE INSPIRED JEAN AUGUSTINE
The first African Canadian woman  
to be elected to Parliament and to serve  
in the federal cabinet, she advocated  
for the legislation that now recognizes  
Black History Month in Canada. The  
Jean Augustine Scholarship, a fund 
that helps single mothers attend George 
Brown College and Centennial College in 
Toronto, was established in her honour.

JANET ECKER
Former Ontario Finance Minister and  
the first woman to deliver a budget in  
the province, she is the CEO and 
president of the Toronto Financial 
Services Alliance and has a goal to grow 
the financial industry in Toronto.

NIKKI WHAITES

Deputy director of International 
Programming for War Child Canada, 
she helped establish the organization’s 
work in war-torn South Sudan and the 
Middle East, where they work directly 
with women and children. Nikki oversees 
multiple programs, including legal aid for 
victims of sexual violence in Afghanistan.

Here and abroad, women creating voice 
and inspiring others to make a difference

GIFT BAG 

VALUED AT

$130

TORONTO

15TH ANNIVERSARY
2001–2016

MEMBERS,  EQUAL VOICE TORONTO
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ED I TOR ’ S  POV  I vividly remember when the song came on. It was past midnight. The car windows were down, and the summer 
air was still warm. The road’s dotted line was the only break in the Saskatchewan canola fields. And then Jann Arden sang: “Or drive 
your car all night, by just starlight, to Canada. That’s where I’ll be waiting.” My sister, my mother and I just looked at one another—we knew 
it was a moment. We started to sing along, and it felt like we were in the only car in the world. Moments like this are the reason pretty 
much everyone has their very own road-trip theme song. Turn the page for more tales (and songs) from the road....       CHRISTINA REYNOLDS

“Born to Be Wild” 
— Steppenwolf 

“Life in the Fast Lane” 
— Eagles

“Shut Up and 
Drive” — Rihanna

PLAYLIST: ROAD-TRIP CLASSICS

“Keep the Car Running” 
— Arcade Fire

“Home” — Edward 
Sharpe and the 
Magnetic Zeros

TURN THE 
RADIO UP 
It’s time to head 

out on the highway.

Cotton 
T-shirt, Zara 
($19.90, 
zara.ca)
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Just where in Canada do you want to go this summer?
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“AFRICA”  The 
opening riffs of the ’80s 
hit “Africa,” by Toto, stir 
something in me every 
time I hear it. And I’m not 
the only one—when it 

came on during my last road trip, the volume 
went up, the conversation went down and 
everyone in the car sang along. The fact 
that we got half the lyrics wrong—probably 
because they’re nonsensical (“Gonna take 
some time to do the things we never had”)—
didn’t make it any less fun. – Ciara Rickard

“OLD PINE”  I’d describe 
myself as being a tad too 
nostalgic, a window-gazer and 
a daydreamer. One thing I’ve 
always loved is how listening to 
a song can instantly transport 

you to an exact time and place. Ben Howard’s “Old 
Pine” always takes me back to driving through the 
English countryside to go camping in Cornwall 
during the summer of 2013. The line that sums it all 
up? “Hot sand on toes, cold sand in sleeping bags /  
I’ve come to know that memories / Were the best 
things you ever had.” – Danielle Campbell 

“LINGER”  When I was an 
angsty teenager, I listened to 
“Linger,” by the Cranberries, 
over and over on the way to and 
from the cottage with my family. 
That whole album, Everybody 

Else Is Doing It, So Why Can’t We?, serves as a 
soundtrack to my childhood, but the lyrics in that 
song—“You know I’m such a fool for you / You got me 
wrapped around your finger, ah, ha, ha / Do you have 
to let it linger?”—truly evoke the bittersweet memory 
of watching one last sunset at summer’s end before 
heading back home. – Brian Fleming 
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It’s like another world out here,” 
says Gerard Greene, as he care-
fully steers our speedboat through 

the shoals of Little Fogo Islands, an archipel-
ago eight kilo metres off the northern coast of 
Newfoundland’s Fogo Island. No one lives at 
this outport anymore—except the thousands of  
puffins, murres and other seabirds whose nests are 
perched along the clifftops—but a handful of salt-
box and biscuit-box houses and fishing stages, in 
various states of disrepair, are still propped up on 
stilts along the rocky shorelines. Several have re-
cently been revived with coats of bright paint and 

are being used as summer cottages.
On this sunny late-July day, with 

wisps of white clouds in the sky above 
and clear blue water below, it’s easy to 
see why most locals, including Zita 
Cobb, the driving force behind the 
nearby Fogo Island Inn, consider these 
traditional fishing grounds a “sacred 
homeland.” They know these islands 

ROAD TO THE ISLES
A JOURNEY ALONG CANADA’S EASTERN 

EDGE GOES OFF-ROAD IN THE BEST  
POSSIBLE WAY. BY CHRISTINA REYNOLDS

“CLOSER”  The first time I 
made the three-hour drive 
to my boyfriend’s cottage in 
the Kawartha Lakes region 
of Ontario, “Closer,” by Kings 
of Leon, came on the radio. 

Since we didn’t hit the road until 1 a.m., the drive 
through farm fields and sleepy townships in 
absolute darkness made the lyric “Stranded in 
this spooky town / Stoplights are swaying and the 
phone lines are down” eerily, beautifully fitting. It’s 
now required listening on every drive up north—
even in daylight. – Liz Guber

“WE’RE HERE FOR A GOOD 
TIME (NOT A LONG TIME)”  
I jokingly added Trooper’s gloriously 
cheesy rock jam “We’re Here for 
a Good Time (Not a Long Time)” 
to a mix CD for a girls weekend in 

Wasaga Beach, Ont. But when the track came on during 
an inevitable traffic snarl on the 400, we realized that 
everyone in the car knew all the words—“We’re here for 
a good time / Not a long time / So have a good time / The 
sun can’t shine every day.” The song became an anthem 
for our yearly weekend of swimming and suntanning—we 
played it on the drive up every time. – Carli Whitwell

well. Greene navigates through the “tickles” 
(straits) using a friend’s carefully hand-drawn 
map, which seemingly notes every rock and shoal.

“It’s getting a little bit loppy,” says Greene, as 
we leave the shelter of the archipelago and the 
wind and waves pick up. As the bow of the boat 
begins to smash down after each wave, my moth-
er, whom I’m travelling with, says she’s starting to 
feel “a little queasy”—the Newfoundland version 
of “carsick.” But before heading back to the main 
island and the comfort of Fogo Island Inn’s cozy 
handmade quilts, she still wants to stop at the 
shoals above Round Head so we can try to catch 
a cod. We’re here during the few summer weeks 
when some recreational fishing is allowed, and we 
can’t pass up the opportunity to try what is argu-
ably the most quintessential of Newfoundland 
activities. While my mom steadies herself by keep-
ing an eye on the hor-
izon, Greene, a retired 
teacher, shows me how 
to “jig the codfish” h 

A renovated 
summer cabin in 

Little Fogo Islands 
(below); Fogo 

Island Inn and a  
pink version of the 
“get-your-feet-up” 

chair in a guest 
room (right) 

A road sign for part 
of the highway that 
connects some of 
Newfoundland’s 
7,000 islands; the 
Lion’s Den trail on 
Fogo Island (right)
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from around the world, the Fogo 
Island Shop has found a way to 
reinterpret—and give a contempo-
rary twist to—the area’s traditional 

wooden outport furniture styles. 
I tell Brewster about how, earlier in my visit, I was 

poking around some 1940s-era fishing stages in nearby 
Tilting, when I got to talking with Ed Greene, who in-
vited me across the street to see his father’s traditional 
saltbox home. (It’s perhaps no surprise that, in this 
small community of 2,700, Ed is a cousin to Gerard, 
who took us fishing.) Inside the low-ceilinged house, 
my eye is immediately drawn to a simple brown-paint-
ed wooden settee in the kitchen, an original iteration 
of the larger-scale piece back in my suite. I also spot 
the signature “F.U. green” paint colour on the wall, 
named after the minty hue used in the province’s old 
Fisherman Union general stores; a slightly subtler shade 
can be found on the walls of the library back at the inn.  
I explain to Brewster how lovely it was to discover these  
connections first-hand. “You can see how easy it is to get 
knee-deep in the work,” he replies. His sentiment echoes 
that of Cobb, who personally invested millions of dollars to 
build the inn through the non-profit Shorefast Foundation. 
For her, it’s a way to preserve the identity of the island,  
encourage economic growth and invest in the place where 
she grew up. Since its completion in 2013, the inn has  
put Fogo Island on the map as an internationally re-
nowned destination.

To make the most of our final spare moments on Fogo, 
my mom and I get back in the car and head for Lion’s  

with a hook and line. He hands me a wooden 
spool attached to 45 metres of line, which I un-
wind over the edge of the boat. I soon feel a tug. 
“I got one!” I call out. When the silvery speck-
led fish starts to thrash near the surface, Greene 
helps me hoist it into the boat. As it continues to 
flop around, I can’t contain my excitement about 
catching a bona-fide Newfoundland cod. Neither can my 
seasick mother, it seems, as she leans over the side of the 
boat...indicating it’s definitely time to head back to shore.

Two days earlier, we had set out on this eight-day, 
1,500-kilometre road (and ferry) trip from Gander to Deer 
Lake, taking a circuitous route to two of the province’s 
7,000 islands—Newfoundland’s Fogo Island, off the 
northeastern coast, and Labrador’s Battle Harbour, 300 
kilometres northwest of Fogo. Both islands are home  
to iconic hotels that, while very different in their mix of 
modern and historic aesthetics, are deeply connected to 
the land and its people—and even to each other through 
the generations of islanders who have lived and fished  
at both outposts.

t Fogo Island Inn the next morning, after de-
vouring warm berry scones that were delivered 
to our room before we even got up, I feel as 

cheerful as our suite’s yellow “get-your-feet-up” wooden 
settee. (Yes, that’s its official name, and it’s strategically 
placed right next to the floor-to-ceiling windows over-
looking the North Atlantic.) So I head to the inn’s nearby 
woodshop for a chat with Kingman Brewster, who moved 
here four years ago from Brooklyn, N.Y., to oversee  
the construction of the property’s custom furniture line, 
which perfectly complements the 29-room inn’s modern-
handmade vibe. Through various collabs with designers 

ESCAPE

DETOURS
EXIT THE TRANS-

CANADA HIGHWAY  
TO DISCOVER 3 MORE  
OFF-THE-BEATEN-PATH 

DRIVING ADVENTURES.

HIT THE BADLANDS  It would be almost sacrilegious to do a road trip across the 
Canadian prairies without stopping to see the world’s largest moose/Easter egg/
dinosaur, etc. So before you head up the Dinosaur Trail northwest of Drumheller, Alta., 
you need to check out the view from the city’s 25-metre-tall T. Rex. Next stop: must-
see dino mecca the Royal Tyrrell Museum, where new exhibits just opened this spring. 
Then go north to Horsethief Canyon, where cowboys once hid their stolen horses 
among the distinctive hoodoos. Continue across the Red Deer River via the Bleriot 
ferry before you loop back down the North Dinosaur Trail on the other side of the river. 
On the way back to Drumheller, stop at the Orkney Viewpoint—preferably around 
sunset—for a stellar view of the Badlands’ red-rock cliffs. Total mileage: 50 kilometres.

a

Some of Battle Harbour’s 
picturesque scenery; the island’s 

merchant house (right); two of 
the icebergs spotted from the 

Iceberg Hunter (far right)
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Den, where a 5.5-kilometre looping trail offers 
picture-perfect views of the jagged coastline,  
marshes and ponds. The sun is out, and hun-
dreds of blooming purple pitcher plants, the 
province’s official flower, line the trail. We even 
happen upon a local berry picker, who shows off 
his precious haul of early-season bakeapples 
(also known as cloudberries). This island, like 
the inn itself, has all the ingredients needed to 
fully enjoy a slower pace of life. If only we 
weren’t beholden to things like ferry schedules....

ack on the mainland, and back on the road, we 
head up the western edge of Newfoundland’s 
Northern Peninsula and catch a ferry across the 
Strait of Belle Isle to Labrador. Here, we finally 

get a taste of the “pea-soup” fog the province is famous for. 
The Red Bay whaler’s cabin where we spend the night is so 
fogged in we can’t really situate ourselves. “It’s been weeks 
since we’ve seen the sun,” owner Marilyn Bridle tells us, 
explaining that the haziness is unusually intense for July. 

In the morning, the fog has (somewhat) lifted, and we 
more fully appreciate its power when, to our amazement, 
we discover our view out to a gargantuan rusted ship and 
a blue-tinged iceberg just 50 metres out in the bay. But 
even before we set off for the day, these enchanting sights 
begin to recede again. While I can imagine how difficult it 
must be to live with this kind of weather long-term, as a 
visitor I’m quite mesmerized by the otherworldly whiteout 
magic of it all.

Now the only major thing still left on our road-trip 
must-see list (cod: check; icebergs: check; fog: check) is a 
moose. My mother has her sights set on seeing at least one 
of the 115,000 that (apparently) overrun the province. 
But, with 89 kilometres of fogged-in gravel road still to 
cover before we reach the dock in Mary’s Harbour, where 
a passenger ferry will take us to Battle Harbour, I’m okay 
with skipping a moose encounter right now. (Sadly, with 
nothing larger than an Arctic fox on the isle and no moose 
sightings during our final drive to Deer Lake, my mother  
was, surprisingly, out of luck.) 

GET ELECTRIC  New electric-car-charging stations 
are popping up every day. So why not book a Nissan 
Leaf through Vancouver-based car-sharing service 
Modo and head for the Okanagan Valley, one of B.C.’s 
densest charging zones? It will take some serious 
planning since the car’s charge range is small, but the 
PlugShare app will help you choose charging stations, 
which are located everywhere from provincial parks to 
wineries. Total mileage: 1,046 kilometres round-trip 
from Vancouver to Kelowna (via Osoyoos).

GO NORTH  For the first time, Canadians will soon be able 
to drive all the way to the Arctic coast in summer. The missing 
link to an ice-road-free trip is a new 120-kilometre-long all-
season road that will connect Inuvik to Tuktoyaktuk, which sits 
on the coast of the Beaufort Sea in the Northwest Territories. 
The road is expected to be finished in the fall of 2017—giving 
adventurous travellers who want to go beyond the already 
legendary Dempster Highway an even farther-flung way to 
celebrate Canada’s 150th birthday next year. Total mileage: 
7,180 kilometres round-trip from Calgary to Tuktoyaktuk.

The tiny island we’re heading to is completely walkable, 
and no vehicles are allowed; it feels good to ditch the car 
for a few days. As the aptly named Iceberg Hunter ferry 
cuts through the Labrador Sea toward the historic fishing 
community, it delivers on its name: There are several build-
ing-size hunks of ice to gaze at on the horizon. We arrive 
on shore just in time for a homespun lunch of cod cakes 
and coleslaw, and the meal provides an opportunity to 
meet the handful of like-minded guests who have travelled 
so far to stay at this unusual National Historic Site. It’s  
the only one in the country that has been reborn as a sum-
mer getaway, complete with a quaint five-room inn and  
an eight-room merchant house, as well as five guest  
cottages—and what is likely the remotest spa on the con-
tinent. (Similar to Fogo Island Inn, where any profits  
are re invested in the community via the Shorefast 
Foundation, this place is managed as a non-profit through 
a charitable trust.) 

In the communal dining hall, I’m seated next to fellow 
guest Jean Claude Roy, who tells me about how he fell in 
love with Newfoundland when he first came from France 
for a visit in 1966. In the past few years, he has become 
Battle Harbour’s unofficial resident artist, spending sev-
eral weeks oil-painting here each summer. He now lives in 
the province seven months a year in an ongoing effort to 
“paint every community in Newfoundland.” (He has al-
ready published Fluctuat Nec Mergitur, a 480-page visual 
monograph of his Newfoundland paintings, and he’s about 
to finish a similar collection for Labrador.)

After lunch, Janice Walsh, a local volunteer from Mary’s 
Harbour, gives us a tour of some of the original buildings, 
which date back to the late 18th century, when this was 
a major hub for commercial cod, seal and salmon fish-
ing. Because of all the salt that was used here to preserve 
the fish, some of the wooden storehouses and artifacts feel 
brined. You can even smell it in the air. Walsh, whose great-
grandfather came here with Baine, Johnston & Co., one of 
the original merchant companies, visited this community 
when she was a young girl, and today she has a summer 
home here. “Most of the people who work here have a 
connection to this island,” she says. h

b
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Later, I head down to 
the island’s wash house, 
where fishermen used to 
clean up after getting off 
their boats. Lisa Walsh (no 
relation to Janice), founder 
of the organic local beauty 
line Indigena Skincare, 
based out of Topsail Beach 

near St. John’s, has transformed the space into the rus-
tic but relaxing Wash House Spa. As she treats my face 
with fermented blueberry and dried laminaria (kelp) 
exfoliants, a sea-veggie mask and Labrador tea cream, 
she tells me about how she hand-gathers many of the 
bakeapples, partridgeberries and other ingredients for 
her small-batch products. “I love snorkelling for sea-
weeds!” she says, like it’s a totally normal thing to col-
lect your own algae. “The water is freezing cold, but it’s 
great for my cellulite,” she quips. She’s busy the day I 
visit—a float plane full of guests from the nearby Rifflin’ 
Hitch fly-in fishing lodge has arrived so they can enjoy 
an afternoon of facial massages and body scrubs (plus 
lunch and a historic tour). Walsh is quickly becoming  
the province’s go-to guru on locally sourced beauty prod-
ucts. (She also now supplies Fogo Island Inn with its in-
room amenities.)  

The next day, Peter Bull, executive director of the 
Battle Harbour Historic Trust and sometime tour guide, 
offers to take us across the tickle to hike around Great 
Caribou Island, but instead we opt to spend more time 
exploring the land we’re already on. We leisurely climb 
around the “gulches”—big breaks in the cliffs where 
the sea rushes up—wander past a First World War-era 
Marconi radio station and search out the rusted wreckage 
of a small plane that crashed in 1976. We also spend time 
looking at intricately carved headstones in the old cem-
etery—and just breathing in the Labrador Sea air. We’re 
not too worried about what we don’t get to. There will 
be time tomorrow. 

On our way back to our room at the newly renovat-
ed inn, we come across Roy painting one of his plein-
air scenes. For this one, he’s focusing on a dirt road in 
the foreground with saltbox houses in the distance. 
“Sometimes it is so foggy you can only see three build-
ings,” he says, explaining that the summer fog is different 
from the spring fog. There’s no fog at the moment, but 
the sky is overcast, offering him another mood to cap-
ture. “I could paint here for three years,” he says. There 
really is something about Newfoundland and Labrador 
that makes you want to linger. I’m not in a hurry to hit 
the road anytime soon either—other than continuing my 
stroll down the one in the painting. ■

ROAD STORIES
ELLE EDITORS’ MOST  
MEMORABLE TALES.  

#THROWBACK

WALK THE LINE:  MISSISSAUGA TO TOFINO
 The summer I was 11 years old, my family hit the road for a cross-

Canada adventure. I had not yet grown to love camping, so I 
wasn’t particularly thrilled about this trip. Even less thrilling was 
being stuck in the middle seat between my two older brothers, 
who when bored entertained themselves by tormenting me. It 
was pre-cellphones, pre-Internet and pre-in-car-entertainment, 
so boredom was pretty much our constant state—broken up by 
their bad behaviour and me periodically asking “Are we there 
yet?” A trip highlight was when my parents finally made good 
on their threat to make the boys walk as punishment and we 
dropped them off on the side of the Trans-Canada Highway 
and drove away. About 500 metres later, we pulled over and 

waited for them to catch up while my mom panicked that it had 
been a bad idea and something might happen to them. (They 
were fine. And still behaved badly afterwards.) Sibling torture 

aside, I ended up loving the trip. Making a few stops en route, we 
drove all the way to Tofino, where we camped on the beach and 
I played with driftwood and strange-looking seaweed, beyond 

delighted to be out of the car. We were finally there.  
Road-trip tip: Bring a canoe. It’s a PITA to get it on and off the 
car every day but worth it to be able to glide onto whatever body 

of water you happen to be near. – Ciara Rickard
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THE WHITEOUT: LAKE LOUISE TO THE 
OKANAGAN VALLEY After spending Christmas in 
Banff—dogsledding, cross-country skiing, staying at 
Chateau Lake Louise and generally having the most 
Canadian holiday my new-immigrant family could come 
up with—we set off in our rental car toward the Okanagan 
Valley. It was just our second Canadian winter since 
moving from South Africa—and our first mountain-highway-
in-winter experience. I remember that drive through the 
snowy night as utterly magical—we were the only car on 
the road, following a single set of tire tracks, and the only 
other living creature we encountered was a lone wolf on 
the side of the road. I vaguely remember overhearing on 
the radio that the road behind us was closed as avalanche 
after avalanche fell, but I was mostly too busy jerry-rigging 
a string of licorice from ceiling hook to ceiling hook in the 
backseat with my brothers to be overly concerned. In 
hindsight, that must have been some majorly white-knuckle 
driving on my dad’s part, but for Grade 3 me, it was just a 
blissfully ignorant trip through a winter wonderland.  
Road-trip tip: Parents, never let your kids see you sweat 
the sheer drops off the side of the highway. – Sarah Laing

Jean Claude 
Roy painting



THE NIGHT BUS:  TORONTO TO VANCOUVER 
One summer, when I was eight and my brother was 
five, my family took a Greyhound bus from Toronto to 
Vancouver and back. Money was tight, and this was 
a rare—and exciting—vacation. When my brother and 
I weren’t fighting over who got the better seat by the 
window, we saw some great scenes of Canadiana: the 
outline of the Sleeping Giant in the foggy air of Thunder 
Bay; the giant steel Canada goose monument in Wawa; 
the endless fields of wheat in Alberta. We ate really greasy 
French fries in the Winnipeg bus station and chased 
prairie dogs at a stop in Saskatchewan. On the night we 
entered British Columbia, a giant owl crashed into the bus 
window, leaving a crack along the side of it. To celebrate 
our arrival in Vancouver, we had dinner at a fancy hotel—I 
can’t remember which one, but I was dazzled by the 
sparkling silverware and well-dressed waiters. My dad 
ordered carrot soup. He blew on it to cool it off before 
tasting it and then laughed out loud in surprise. He 
passed the bowl to my mom, who did the same. None of 
us had ever heard of chilled soup before. I remember him 
laughing until he cried. “Cold soup!” my dad kept saying 
as he wiped his eyes with the stiff white napkins. Who 
knew that this was how they ate their soup in Vancouver? 
Road-trip tip: Let someone else do the driving. You can 
sleep, take in all the scenery and cover more distance in a 
short amount of time. But I’d recommend the train or a very 
well-appointed town car. – Vanessa Craft

THERE AND BACK AGAIN: 
TORONTO TO MONTREAL 

I’ve made the trip between 
Toronto and Montreal enough 
times that I don’t need to open 
the Waze app to get there. Four 
years at McGill University, plus 

appearances post-graduation at 
music festivals, brings my round-

trip total to the double digits. 
Going by car isn’t the fastest 
way to get there, but I love the 

predictability of the drive: There 
is a requisite stop in Kingston, 

the halfway point, to get gas and 
food. (Everyone will decide on 
Wendy’s.) Gas-station candy 
will always be purchased and 
consumed with abandon. And 
then there’s the excitement of 

potential road-trip companions. 
If you grab a ride with friends  

of friends, you may even arrive 
with a date. I have.  

Road-trip tip: A working aux 
cord and phone chargers are 
keys to the happiness of all 

vehicle occupants. There is no 
awkward moment or sleepy vibe 

that Nicki Minaj played at full 
volume can’t turn around. 
– Victoria DiPlacido

GET ME TO THE CHURCH ON TIME:  TORONTO TO 
WASHINGTON, D.C.  Six years ago, my brother and I decided to drive 
to my sister’s wedding. We planned it so that we would arrive right on 
time. The route took us through beautiful ravines, and we chilled out, 
listening to cheesy music along the way. We knew we’d be cutting it 
close, but we had good directions—so we thought. We took the last 
exit to the church and then kept driving and driving—as the clock on the 
dashboard kept creeping forward. When it was past the time my sister 
was supposed to be walking down the aisle, we finally stopped and called 
friends who were at the wedding; they explained that there was a second 
exit we were supposed to take. Somehow, everyone at the wedding 
seemed to know this—except for us. We decided that we’d be too late 
for the church service, so, on our friends’ advice, we headed to the hotel. 
But once we checked in, my mother called with the ultimate “Where are 
you?” query—not only had we missed the wedding, we were now missing 
the family pictures. We did make it to the reception, and we took lots of 
(sheepish) photos there. (I’m the one on the left.) But I will never forget the 
look on my mom’s face when we walked in—she was so mad at us.  
Road-trip tip: Give yourself more than the exact number of hours you 
need to get to the church. Or, just fly! – Brian Fleming



people and the amazing 
vendors, who have really 
great vintage pieces. That’s 
where my budget goes!” 
Running route “I love the 
run from Will Rogers Beach to Venice Beach. 
Sometimes they have military training or a volley-
ball championship or kids’ parties.” Beachside 
snack “Gjelina is a one-of-a-kind restaurant. The 
food and atmosphere are very Venice Beach.” 

GLOBAL ADDRESS BOOK 
Best discovery “Tokyo 
is a shopper’s paradise. 
Japanese designers are 
always ahead of their 
time.” Recent adventure 
“My family and I took a 
trip to Rome, Venice and 
Lake Como, where we had a family wedding. 
It was absolutely beautiful.” Travel philosophy 
“A trip needs great company, lots of sun and 
amazing food. Be open to new experiences,  
and always look to bring back an unforgettable  
story.” Inflight beauty tip “I always pack cucum-
bers and lemons in plastic bags and add them 
to my water on the plane.” ■ TE
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TRAVEL
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I always like to go to the beach and keep 
an attitude of gratitude about living in such 
a beautiful city,” says Lubov Azria, chief 
creative officer for Los Angeles-based 

brand BCBGMAXAZRIA, which her husband, Max, found-
ed in 1989. While Azria has mastered the art of finding in-
spiration everywhere she goes (she recently touched down in 
New York, Paris and Morocco), she feels most at home in 
California, which explains the bohemian vibe she infuses 
into every collection, along with her signature thread of  
rock ’n’ roll attitude. “I’ve always felt that every woman 
wants to be a rock star at some point.” 

BLACK BOOK: LOS ANGELES Downtown din-
ner “I really love the architecture and interior 
at Faith & Flower because it’s inspired by the 
1920s, but it’s also just very modern.” Iconic 
neighbourhood “Venice Beach has special 
meaning for everyone who lives in L.A. because 
you experi ence something different every time 

you go—from amazing houses to 
the artists and entrepreneurs who 
live there.” Family matters “My 
daughter has a store in Venice 
Beach called A Piece Collective. 
One of the lines she carries is 
the Japanese brand Kapital—they 
make the most incredible wool 
scarves.” Treasure hunt “At the 
Melrose Trading Post flea mar-
ket, there’s a great area where 
you can just sit down and watch 

AZRIA’S TRAVEL STYLE
“I like the idea that whether 
you’re on vacation or just 
staycationing, you have a  

real cool-girl attitude.” 

Silk scarf, Max Mara ($589, at 
matchesfashion.com); rayon, nylon and 

spandex dress, BCBGMAXAZRIA ($460, 
bcbg.com); Embryolisse Artist Secret 

Radiant Eye ($45, at Sephora, sephora.ca); 
aluminum and magnesium-alloy suitcase, 

Rimowa ($1,469.79, at Barneys  
New York, barneys.com)

T R A V E L  I N S I D E R

L U B OV  A Z R I A  

The designer on Los Angeles, 
Tokyo and more. 



ADVERTORIAL

THE PERFECT APERITIF

Summertime means impromptu evenings with friends on the balcony, 
in the backyard or in the park. When the cork pops and the rosé starts 
Ŵ�RZLQJ��WKDWōV�\RXU�FXH�IRU�IXQ�LQ�WKH�VXQ��'RQōW�KHVLWDWH�WR�SDLU�LW�ZLWK�D�
YDULHW\�RI�VXEVWDQWLDO�VWDUWHUV��LQFOXGLQJ�GHOL�PHDWV��ROLYHV��VPRNHG�Ɠ�VK��
fried or stuffed summer squash, saltines, bruschetta, or bite-size tuna-
and-tomato tapas. With their bold accents of red berries, peaches, 
exotic fruits and citrus, rosés from Provence go well with just about 

DQ\�IRRG�Ŵ�DYRXU�

BY THE SEA

The salty Mediterranean breezes wash over the vines of Provence 
to give their wines a joyful, sun-drenched quality that makes them a 
SHUIHFW�PDWFK�ZLWK�VHD�XUFKLQV�DQG�JULOOHG�Ɠ�VK��$QG�IRU�D�PRUH�H[RWLF�
Ŵ�DLU��ZK\�QRW�WU\�WKHP�ZLWK�VXVKL��RU�VSLF\�7KDL�VHDIRRG"

SUNSHINE IN A BOTTLE

6R�ZKDW�WR�GR�ZLWK�\RXU�URV«V�ZKHQ�VXPPHU�WXUQV�WR�IDOO"�3RS�WKHP�
open with the same enthusiasm to keep the sun shining by the 
Ɠ�UHSODFH�� 7KH\ōOO� EH� MXVW� DV� WDVW\� ZLWK� \RXU� WRPDWR�EDVHG� VSDJKHWWL�
LQ�1RYHPEHU� WKDQ�ZLWK�\RXU�1L©RLVH� VDODG� LQ�$XJXVW��&RPIRUW� IRRG�
never tasted so good! 

Rosé Wines from

AVOID OVER-CHILL

$OWKRXJK�LWōV�WUXH�WKDW�URV«�ZLQHV�IURP�3URYHQFH�
should be served chilled, be careful not to overdo it. 
If they get too cold, their aromas will stay trapped in 
\RXU�JODVV�DQG�\RXōOO�ORVH�WKDW�GDVK�RI�IUXLW�DQG�WKRVH�
delicate notes of garrigue or spices that give these 
ZLQHV�VR�PXFK�FKDUDFWHU��&KLOO�DW��r&�WR���r&�Ŋ�MXVW�

a tad warmer than a dry white. 

Just as rosé gets the party started in 
summer, it can convey the same spirit of 
caring and sharing all year long. Its diversity 
makes it the ultimate multi-tasker, whether 
complementing your holiday turkey or your 
Christmas canapés, ringing in the New Year 
or toasting a special birthday.

Provence

A holiday
wine

vinsdeprovence.com

For all

For all

SEASONS

OCCASIONS

Summer is synonymous with rosé – and rosé is practically synonymous 
with Provence. In fact, this spectacular Mediterranean region dedicates 
88% of its wine production to this category, in a fresh, sharp and 
refreshing style. Today, rosé from Provence is more than just patio 
wine. Year-round, on the beach or with a gourmet meal, it’s the ideal 
companion for any occasion.
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(MAY 21 – JUNE 20) 
This month, you are focused on money, 
cash flow, earnings and everything you 
own. What’s the score? This is what 
you need to know because you want 
to make your wealth and possessions 
work for you. This is an excellent time 
to invest in real estate or improve your 
home (which is one reason money is  
on your mind). Trust your ideas. ■ 

(AUG. 23 – SEPT. 22) 
This is a popular month! You’ll enjoy 

interaction with others and your involve-
ment with clubs and groups, but it’s im-
portant to know that these interactions 
will also benefit you. This benefit goes 
beyond just being popular; it means 

that your connections will help you. You 
are very opinionated this month (even 

argumentative). Go gently.

(SEPT. 23 – OCT. 22) 
This is the month to focus on your 

career, your role in society and your 
reputation. Take a moment to examine 

your life to see if you’re going in the right 
direction. Meanwhile, bosses, parents 
and VIPs admire you. They will listen to 
you and enlist your help. You might get 
a promotion. If so, this is timely because 

you’re trying to boost your earnings.

(JULY 23 – AUG. 22) 
You are active at home with renovations, 

repairs, redecorating and dealing with 
family situations. (Yes, some conflicts are 
likely.) You will get a lot done this month. 
Meanwhile, your approaching birthday 

means that your personal year is ending, 
so this is the month to plan ahead. What 

do you want for your new year? Write 
down your hopes and dreams. 

(OCT. 23 – NOV. 21) 
Fiery Mars in your sign this month 

boosts your energy, making you fight 
for your rights more than usual. You 

are physically active, which gives you a 
chance to show others what you can 

do. Travel, if possible, because you want 
to expand your horizons through educa-

tion and meeting people from other 
countries and different backgrounds.

(JUNE 21 – JULY 22) 
It’s true that, with the Sun in your sign, 
you will recharge your batteries for the 

rest of the year. It’s also true that you will 
attract favourable situations and import-

ant people. But this month, you want 
to cry out to the world “I am!” You want 
fun, pleasure and a chance to express 
your creative talents. Go after what you 

want—including hot, passionate sex.

(NOV. 22 – DEC. 21) 
It’s important to know that until 

September, lucky Jupiter is at the top 
of your chart, revving your ambition to 
enhance your status and reputation. 

This is a time of getting ahead. Many of 
you will get promotions and accolades. 
Some will change their field of work to 

medicine, healing, the law or higher edu-
cation. It’s a passionate, intense month.

(DEC. 22 – JAN. 19) 
You will need more sleep this month. 

This is partly because you will be  
physically active with friends and 

groups—perhaps competitively so. 
Study your closest relationships and 

consider how well they fulfill your 
needs. Remember: For a relationship  

to be successful, you must be as good 
for your partner as he or she is for you.

(JAN. 20 – FEB. 18) 
You will accomplish a great deal 

this month because your ambition is 
aroused, plus you have the motivation 

and energy to work hard. You also want 
to work better and smarter, and you 
want to figure out ways to be more 

efficient so you get the most bang for 
your buck. Some of you will also be on 

a health kick. Why not have it all?

(FEB. 19 – MARCH 20) 
This is perhaps the most playful, fun-

loving month of the year for you. Escape 
on a vacation if you can. Romance, love 
affairs, the arts, movies, the entertain-

ment world, musical performances and 
sports events will pack your agenda. 

Many of you will be more involved with 
children. Travel will appeal because you 

want more excitement in your life.

(MARCH 21 – APRIL 19)  
Your private world and your home and 
family are your focus this month. Enjoy 
redecorating your digs with creative 

flair. (You are the artisan of the zodiac.) 
Do interrupt your privacy to entertain 

guests, especially lovers, because your 
sex drive is amped. Forget soft lights 

and music; sex will be wild, athletic and 
supercalifragilisticexpialidocious! 

(APRIL 20 – MAY 20) 
A busy month! Your daily pace will  
accelerate as you juggle short trips,  

errands and conversations with every-
one, plus increased reading, writing and 
studying. But you love this kind of busy 
because it’s fun and productive. Playful 
getaways still appeal. With Mars op-

posite your sign, however, you must be 
patient with partners and close friends.
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For your daily and weekly horoscope, 
visit ELLECanada.com/horoscope.

by Georgia Nicols
HOROSCOPE
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SHOPPING GUIDE

6 Shore Road by Pooja 6shoreroad.com. Acacia At thegirlandthewater.com. 
AG Hair At salons; chatters.ca. Alexandra Blak alexandrablak.com.au. Avène 
At drugstores and mass-market retailers. Avocet Jewelry avocetjewelry.com. 
Baku bakuswimwear.com.au. Beautycounter beautycounter.com. Benefit At 
Shoppers Drug Mart, shoppersdrugmart.ca; Sephora, sephora.ca. Biko ilove 
biko.com. Billabong ca.billabong.com. Bioderma At drugstores and mass-
market retailers. Bite Beauty At Sephora, sephora.ca. Bobbi Brown bobbi 
brown.ca. Bumble and Bumble At Sephora, sephora.ca. Chanel At Chanel 
beauty counters; Hudson’s Bay, thebay.com. Chantecaille At Holt Renfrew, 
holtrenfrew.com. Charlotte Tilbury charlottetilbury.com. Christophe Robin 
NET-A-PORTER.com. Cooperative de Creation cooperativedecreation.com. 
Coppertone At drugstores and mass-market retailers. COS cosstores.com. 
Cover coverswim.com. CoverGirl At drugstores and mass-market retailers. 
Dolorous dolorousjewelry.com. Eddie Borgo At Nordstrom, nordstrom.com; 
Holt Renfrew, holtrenfrew.com. Elancyl At drugstores and mass-market retail-
ers. Ermanno Scervino ermannoscervino.it. Garnier At drugstores and mass-
market retailers. Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci givenchy.com. G-Shock At casio 
ca.com. Hard Candy At Walmart, walmart.ca. Haus of Topper hausoftopper.
com. Huit huit.com. Ikea ikea.ca. I Still Love You NYC istillloveyounyc.com. 
Jo De Mer jodemer.com.br. Karla Colletto karlacolletto.com. Kat Von D At 
Sephora, sephora.ca. Kérastase At Kérastase Paris salons, kerastase.ca. Kevin.
Murphy At select salons. Kiss My Face At select grocery stores. Lancôme  
lancome.ca. Laruicci laruicci.com. Live Clean At Walmart, walmart.ca; 
Shoppers Drug Mart, shoppersdrugmart.ca. L’Occitane loccitane.com. 
Maybelline At drugstores and mass-market retailers. Michi michiny.com. 
Mikoh mikoh.com. Monsieur monsieur-paris.com. Mykita mykita.com. Naked 
Wardrobe nakedwardrobe.com. NARS narscosmetics.com. Neutrogena At 
drugstores and mass-market retailers. NYX nyxcosmetics.ca. Omega omega 
watches.com. Ouai At Sephora, sephora.ca. Oye oyeswimwear.com. Pascale 
Monvoisin pascalemonvoisin.com. Paul & Joe At beautyboutique.ca. Private 
Party shopprivateparty.com. Rachel Mulherin rachelmulherin.com. Redken At 
salons. Rochelle Sara rochellesara.com. Rudsak rudsak.com. Saje saje.ca. 
Shiseido At drugstores and mass-market retailers. Shu Uemera shuuemera.ca. 
Sporting Life sportinglife.ca Swatch swatch.com. Tangle Teezer At Sephora, 
sephora.ca. Versace versace.com. Vichy At drugstores; vichy.ca. Vitamin A by 
Amahlia Stevens vitaminaswim.com. White Bird Fine Jewellery whitebird 
jewellery.com Winners winners.ca. WXYZ Jewelry wxyzjewelry.com. ■

As an ELLE Canada subscriber, you can expect 
the best in subscription service. And we think 

you’ll get just that—the very best—whenever you 
need assistance with your subscription.

FRAGRANCE SAMPLES
Some issues of ELLE Canada magazine include 

perfume strips. If you prefer to receive your 
copy of the magazine without perfume strips, 

please write to us at our mailing address.

PROTECTIVE WRAPPER
We sometimes mail your issue in a protective 

wrapper. If you prefer to receive your copy of 
the magazine without a wrapper, please

write to us at our mailing address.

SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRY
You can determine when your subscription 

expires by checking your mailing label. Our 
mailing labels are often printed several weeks 
before the issue is mailed, so please allow six 
to eight weeks for renewals and changes of 
address in order to avoid missing an issue.

BILLING AND RENEWAL NOTICES
Invoice and renewal notices are generated 

several weeks before they are mailed
to subscribers. With delivery time, it is 

possible that your payment or renewal
order will cross in the mail with our notice.

PRIVACY POLICY
On occasion, we make our subscriber list 

available to carefully screened organizations 
whose product or service might interest you.  

If you prefer that we not share your name and 
postal address, you can easily remove your 

name from our mailing list by reaching us  
at any of the listed contact points. You  

can review our complete Privacy Policy at 
www.ellecanada.com.

If there’s any other way we can be of service, 
let us know. Please include a current mailing 

label to help us locate your file quickly.

WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE ON THE WEB
Renewals: renew.ellecanada.com 

New subscriptions: 
ellecanada.com/subscribe

Service requests: service.ellecanada.com

CONTACT US
(Please include your account number or mail-
ing address to help us locate your file quickly.)

By phone: 905-946-8319
By mail: ELLE CANADA

P.O. Box 5000 Stn. Industrial Park
Markham  ON  L3R2A1

AT YOUR 
SERVICE

www.ellecanada.com



FASHIONPLAY# @ ELLECANADA

98 What’s your go-to pop of colour this season? Tweet us @ELLECanada with #fashionplay.
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Even diehard monochrome dressers 

will fall for this sweet-hued purse.  
It may be pint-size, but it packs a  

major punch. Calfskin purse, Dior 
($3,800, dior.com)
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